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Why did we write this book? After all, as you have probably noticed,
there are plenty of books that will teach you all the Greek you need,
whether it's to enjoy that idyllic holiday or to meet the challenge of
Alevel. What's new about this book? We'll tell you. This is the only
book on the market which helps you to decipher the baffling code
which at ftrst sight the Greek script appears to be. We know that 'it's
all Greek' to you at the beginning and we give you the written script,
so that recognizing and pronouncing Greek soon becomes as easy as
A, B, C.

~-ca-o
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CD
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If you share the views of Mike and Lisa it's time to let you into a
secret. Despite what you may have been told, the Greek alphabet
isn't difficult. For a start Greek has only 24 letters, and you've



coped with learning 26 at some time in your life, or you would not
be able to read this. Of the 24, about a third are written and
pronounced in the same way, whether they are Greek or English, so
that cuts down the task still further. Even if you manage to learn only
one new letter a day, and with our easy methods you'll probably learn
faster than that, you will have enough knowledge to pronounce any
Greek letter like a native speaker in slightly over two weeks. Greek.
you see, has one enormous advantage over English. Every Greek
letter, or letter combination, bar one, has only one way of being
pronounced. For example, everybody has heard of the Greek drink
ouzo, pronounced oozo. The good news is that you always
pronounce the ou like the '00' in moon whenever you meet it in a
Greek word, unlike English where you come across through, though,
bough, cough or enough.

Of course, there is still a certain amount to learn, or we wouldn't
have written this book. In each unit we build up your knowledge in
small, easily remembered chunks, giving you plenty of practice in
pronouncing, reading and writing Greek. You will breeze through
situations involving travel, hotels, shops, markets, menus - in fact
anywhere that you are likely to meet written Greek. We hope that this
book will whet your appetite for this fascinating language, and that
you will be keen to go on and learn more!

W-I_.»
III-How to use this book

Greek words carry a stress mark which tells you how to pronounce
them. The stress mark. however, does not appear until halfway
through this book when we tackle the lower-case letters.

To help your pronunciation we always highlight in bold the letter you
stress in a word when that word is written in CAPITALS. Where we
use transliteration to help you with the pronunciation, we highlight
the stress-carrying letter there instead.

nThis icon indicates information about life in Greece and the
history of the language.

That's all there is to it.

Happy learning.

Dennis Couniacis
Sheila Hunt

In this unit you will learn
• the capital letters A, I, M, N,
E,OandT



Welcome to the Greek alphabet. We have some good news, some bad
news and some more good news to give you.

First, some good news. Do these look familiar?

Now some bad news. In the beginning Greek does have some
unfamiliar letters which look ... well, Greek to you.

Now some more good news. After you get through the ftrst unit, your
ability to read and pronounce Greek will increase very quickly.

T E o

A M z
<:)••••• N K

In Greek you will encounter three types of letters: 1) letters which
look familiar and you may well know already, 2) letters which look
familiar but which don't sound like anything you'd expect, and 3)
letters which are totally foreign in appearance (like 0, cD,and 0) and
the pronunciation of which you can't even begin to guess.

The reason for all this confusion lies in Greece's history. Greek is a
language that's been around for nearly 3,000 years. It has conquered
and been conquered. It has borrowed and been borrowed from and in
the process, it has undergone the kind of exciting transformation only
a living language is capable of. It is precisely this which makes it
both beautiful and infuriating to learn.

Every word you will learn to utter will carry with it the collective
sounds of 3,000 years. History will roll off your tongue with every
syllable, and, as we all know, history is never straightforward. That's
what makes it exciting.

We'll begin our journey into this colourful past with a single word.
Appropriately enough, since this is the beginning of our journey (and
we kind of just 'stepped' into Greek), we'll begin with the word for
'taxi'. To keep things simple we'll look at the capitals ftrst as it is
more likely than not that you'll encounter the word in capitals,
anyway.

So step right this way and join Mike as he sticks out a thumb and
flags down a TAEI (TAXI).

You'll be pleased to know that although they have Greek letter
names, these capital letters are pronounced more or less as they are
in English. Also, as the Greek alphabet only has 24 and not 26 letters,
you already know almost half of them before you start.

In this very ftrst introduction you will join our two novice travellers
Mike and Lisa. Together you will learn how to pronounce Greek
words, be introduced to some Greek letters (there are seven
altogether in this unit) and learn how to combine them to pronounce
words you have never seen before!



So if you had to yell for a taxi in Greece you would need, ftrst, to
have a good pair of lungs and, second, to stress the second syllable
of the word TAXI.

oDuring the reign of Alexander the Great (356-323 Be) Greek was the
language of the court and spoken by most of what was then considered
the 'civilized' world. Alexander's empire stretched from Greece to India
and its creation ushered in the Hellenistic Age, a period of flourishing of
the arts and learning that influenced both East and west and outlasted
the empire itself.

Practice
Try practising saying TASI on your own for a few minutes. Get your
tongue used to making the sound. Remember i not ee, and stress the
second syllable.

Now, just like Mike, you are ready to flag down a taxi in tones almost
indistinguishable from those of a native speaker!

o•••••o•••••
Greek pronunciation is pretty much a case of what you see is what
you get. That means that each letter has its own individual sound and
by stringing them together you can pronounce words you've never
seen before.

The T in 'taxi' sounds the same as an English t.

The A sounds like the a in 'apple'.

Now here comes the tricky one because the third letter is the '5'.
This is the Greek equivalent of the English 'X' and the sound it
makes is the same as the one found in the word 'tax'.

As a matter of fact the ftrst three letters of the Greek word TAm are
pronounced just like the English word 'tax'. Unlike its English
equivalent, though, you will never fmd the Greek 'X' (5) at the end
ofa word.

The fmalletter in our ftrst word is I pronounced like the i sound you
expect to ftnd in 'tin' or 'pin'.

Putting the entire word together then, this is what we get:

T+A +5 +I=t+a+ks+i

(The Greek word for 'TAXI')

To help you pronounce Greek better there are marks like this: ' , over
the syllable which is stressed. Unfortunately, though, these are used
only for the lower-case letters. We shall look at them later in the
book. For now it is sufficient to know that the word TAm is
pronounced TAXI with the emphasis on the last letter.

Exercise
While Mike was learning how to pronounce 'taxi', Lisa came
prepared. She already knows letters which are familiar to her. She
knows, for example, that M (me) and N (nee) are pronounced like ...
well, M and N in English. 0 (omicron) is always pronounced with a
short 0 as in 'hot'. Because she believes in being prepared, she is
practising writing and pronouncing some basic words. See if you can
try your hand at this also. Say each of the words below several times.
Remember, understanding Greek script depends very much upon
realizing how it all falls together in sentences.

To help you with the exercise we'll tell you that MINI, MONO and
NOTA are stressed on the ftrst syllable and MAXI on the second.
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MINI - This is a Greek mini. To act Greek you have to say ni and
not nee.
MONO - is pronounced like the fIrst two syllables of monotone -
also Greek, but that's another story!

NOTA - as in not a euro more not a euro less!

MASI - English max + i (not ee).

It makes sense!

The sounds of the letters you've just learnt are: A = a (as in APple)
M = m, N = n, 0 = 0 (as in t2P), I = i (as in pin) and :E = x (as in
taP). Put the phonetic sound of each letter together and hey presto!
You have the word itself.

You've just learnt

A -alpha
I -yota
M-mee
N - nee

:: -xee
o -omicron
T -taf

Total of new letters: 7
••• only 17 to gol
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In this unit you will learn
• the capital letters ~ E, z, K,
n,YandO

• about false friends
• some Greek numbers



Mike and Lisa are novice travellers. In fact this is their fIrst trip
outside their country and they're fmding things are a little of a
rollercoaster ride as they try to get to grips with Greek script.

KOMMA (ko-ma)
KAKO (ka-ko)

KA4ENA (ka-the-na)

comma (the punctuation mark)
bad
neck chain (usually gold rather than
silver and one which both men and
women can wear)

There are a lot more words which you can pronounce the moment
you lay eyes on them, but before we get to them, we need to come to
grips with a 'down' because this is a purely Greek letter:

n
You probably noticed this funny looking letter at the end of lIANn ~
and KATn. Greek has two different forms of the letter O. One looks
just like the English 0- 0 (omicron), and the other looks like n, the
symbol found in a rather expensive make of watches. It's called
omega (with the stress on the middle syllable), but it sounds exactly
like an ordinary 0 as in 'hot' and for all practical purposes you can
treat it like one.

So now you can go ahead and try to pronounce this word: KANn
(kano).

Say it aloud a couple of times. It means 'I do I I make' .

nis the last letter of the Greek alphabet, so now let's skip back to the
beginning, or at least as close to it as we can get in this unit. The
fourth letter in the Greek alphabet is A (pronounced thelta), which
looks a little like an Egyptian hieroglyph. The similarity is not
entirely coincidental. Many of the single letters of the fIrst non-
pictorial alphabet were formed by the Semites of Syria between 1500
and 1000 BC. They borrowed their writing from the Egyptians,
though - for the sake of simplicity - they dropped many of the
single-word characters employed by Egyptian writing and entirely
dismissed the pictorial system used by the Egyptian priests. In 1000
BC the Phoenicians created a new alphabet drawn from the Semitic
writing system, which had only 22 letters and was thus both easy to
learn and easy to use. The Phoenicians were a seafaring nation and
they had many dealings with the Greeks along the Mediterranean
coastline. The Greek alphabet, which became the forerunner of all
Western alphabets, was borrowed from the Phoenician one, though it
was, over time, changed quite considerably.

The letter A corresponds to the fourth letter in the Phoenician
alphabet (daleth) and the letter D of the Latin alphabet. At one stage,
in Greek. A did indeed have a D sound. This changed over the years

Things, however, are not all bad. As Lisa already knows, there are
many letters in the Greek alphabet which are almost the same as in
English. Our next three letters in the Greek alphabet are 'ups'
because you will already recognize them:

K (kappa), E (epsilon) and Z (zeeta)

K makes the same sound as the k in kettle, E makes the same sound
as the e in egg and Z makes the same sound as the z in zoo.

Of course, long before kettles came into vogue and it became
possible to make a cup of tea for one, it is likely that what was used
was a KAZANI (kazani = cauldron)!

Other words where K is found which you can instantly pronounce
are:



to a much softer th sound such as that encountered in the English
word 'the' so that the correct modem pronunciation now is thelta.
You've already encountered it in KAAENA (kathena) and it's used
often enough in Greek to be worth its weight in gold!

oWhen the Greeks borrowed Phoenician writing in about the 9th
century Be they made a lot of changes to it. The most important one
was the direction of writing. Phoenician writing reads from right to
left, as do Hebrew and Arabic which it influenced greatly. Initially,
ancient Greekwriting would go from right to left and then left to right,
changing direction alternatively from line to line. Gradually, however
the left to right direction prevailed in the Greek system and in the
Western world.

Despite this, what makes Greek easy to learn is the fact that ~though
there are quite a few letters like that, the sound they make 1Spretty
straightforward. Y is just another I like you'd expect to find m ~e
middle of words like tin, pin and bin. So, whenever you see 1t,
remember it's just another i.

Practice
At this point stop and practise saying the letter aloud a few times.
This will give you a feel for how it sounds when it's put into words.

Now you're ready to go on.

Here are some words where A is used:

E.60 (e-th-o)
11YO (thl-o)

I1EEIA (the-xi-a)
I1EMA (the-ma)
I1EKA (the-ka)

I1EN (then)

here
two
right (as in the direction)
parcel or packet
ten
not

These are all the words which you have met so far. Can you
pronounce them all?

NOTA TASI MINI
AYO AESIA AEMA
KOMMA KAKO KAAENA

Try beating Mike at this game by reading all the words aloud in ten
seconds.

MONO EAn
KATn MASI

KANn
AEKA

The best way to practise these words is to say them aloud a few
times.

You're not quite out of the woods yet. Before we can go ahead and
let you loose to talk to the natives we need to point out one more
thing. We promised you some 'downs' and here they are.

Exercise 1
Now replace the * with letters to complete the puzzle. You will not
need all of the words you've learnt so far.

False friends
(And we don't mean the ones who are after your money.)

Because of its historically rich background and the great influence
which it has had on the formation of the Western alphabet, Greek is
full of false friends. These are letters which look familiar, indeed you
would swear blind you know what they are, but in reality they sound
nothing like what you'd expect. Y (ipsilon) which you met in the
word AYO is one such false friend.

E * n I
T E

A K

* E * I *

* I

0



Check in the Key to the exercises on p.129 to see how well you did.
If you got most of these, you're on an up which means that you're
ready to tackle the last new letter which this unit has to offer.

nis called pi and it makes the same sound as p in pit or pot.

The letter n is recognizable in the Cyrillic alphabet which is used in
Eastern European countries.

Some words which use the letter n and which you can pronounce
are:

nOTO (po-to)
nANn (pano)

n1Nn (pino)
nAn (pao)

nAKETO (paketo)

drink
up
I drink
Igo
packet

Being in a new country has unsettled Mike a little and he has trouble
sleeping. To counter this he has decided to do what his grandma
always told him to, which is, to count sheep. Being ambitious Mike
has decided to do it in Greek! See if you can go one better by reading
the numbers below and then doing the exercise.

1 ENA (ena) 10 4EKA (theka)
2 4YO (thlo) 12 4n4EKA (thotheka)
6 EEl (eksl) 16 4EKAEEI (theka-eksl)
7 EnTA (epta) 17 4EKAEnTA (theka-epta)
8 OKTn(okto) 18 4EKAOKTn (theka-okto)
9 ENNEA (enea) 19 4EKAENNEA (theka-enea)

Any questions ; ; ;
The Greek question mark looks like a semi-colon! Therefore in Greek
•-?,- .
Exercise 2
In the sums below replace the * with the Greek words for the missing
numbers.

a 8 + 10 = * g * x 12 = 12
b 2+8 = * h 10- * = 9
c 12-2 = * 18 -1 = *
d 18 -10 = * j 17 + 2 = *
e 8+* = 10 k 8+8 = *
f 12- * = 6 I 6+1 = *

If you got this far it means that you're now ready to try your hand at
identifying useful words and matching them to the pictures in the
exercise on p.14. This time we'll be cruel and won't help you at all!
Have a go and see how you do. You have already encountered some
of the words in this unit and the previous one, but some are totally
new to you. That's how much faith w.ehave in the progress you have
made.
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AYO, TOSO, IAEA, nOTO, TASI, ATOMO,
AESIA, AEMA, NOTA, MINI

Match the words in the box with the pictures and write the correct
answer in the space provided next to each picture.

Hint
As Sherlock once said, 'once you have ruled out the impossible,
whatever remains, however improbable, must be the correct answer' .
To match these begin with the ones you know and then try to make
an educated guess at the words which are new to you.

So, how did you do?
The pronunciation of the words is:

AEMA (thema) parcel
NOTA (nota) note - musical
AEEIA (thexia) right - the direction
MINI (mini) the cult British car
ATOMO (atomo) atom

AYO (thio) two
TAEI (taxi) taxi
TOEO (toxo) bow
IAEA (ithea) idea

You've just learnt

Ii- thelta (sounds like th in then)
n - pi (sounds like p in pen)
E - epsilon (sounds like e in egg)
V - ipsilon (sounds like i in tin)
K - kappa (like k in kettle)
n - omega (sounds like 0 in top)
Z - zeeta (like z in zoo)

Put these with the letters you learnt in Unit 1:

A - alpha 0 - omicron
M-mi T-taf
N -ni I -yota
E -xi

You can see that in only two units, you have learnt over half the
capital letters in the Greek alphabet.

Total letters: 14
••• only 10 letters to gol

ABr~EZHeIKAMN=OnPITY~X~n
A IiEZ IK MNEOn TV n



If you've been sightseeing all morning like Mike and Lisa have, it's
probably time for a break and maybe even a coffee. Coffee breaks are
serious business in Greece so you cannot afford to take this one
lightly.

By the time we have fInished you will be able to order at least three
varieties of coffee. You will know how to ask for one which is sweet,
you'll learn why there's a Greek letter which looks like the gallows
out of the old game of 'hangman' and we'll show you a false friend
which will blow your socks off!

But let's take things one step at a time. The fIrst letter we tackle in
this chapter is none other than:

cJ) (phi) = fi

cJ) makes exactly the same sound as the letter f in favourite, five and
forever or the combination of letters ph which are found in words like
phase, physiology and physics. Knowing that, see if you can now
work out what the word belowe is:

m
oo
&
CD

m
Z»
~»e
m

It's pronounced kaffe - but remember, it's 'coffee' and not 'a cafe'.

DGreece has a very advanced notion of the 'cafe society'. Coffee bars
traditionally were the focal points of the community and every
neighbourhood had its own. It would be frequented by the people in the
area, much as English neighbourhoods have their 'local' pub, and they
would then form a very tightly-knit community. The average length of
stay in a traditional coffee bar was not expected to be less than four
hours with some patrons easily staying twice as long. Time was passed
playing backgammon and cards. As you do not need a special licence
in order to sell alcohol in Greece virtually every coffee bar sells alcoholic
beverages, which range from beer to whisky, and patrons need not
restrict themselves only to coffee.

In this unit you will learn
• the capital letters r,H, A, P, I

and.
• about Gr8ek cafe society



It's not enough however, to just go into a Greek coffee bar and order
a coffee.

Before we can satisfactorily explain why, we'll have to ilirow at least
two more letters your way.

The first of these is:

A makes the same sound as the English L, so although it looks very
different it is actually very easy to use.

Some words which use the letter A are:

AA~I (Iathi)
nOAY (poli)

oil
vel}'

AAOI (laos)
EAEOI (eleos)

EAAHNIKOI (elinikos)

people, race
mercy
Greek (adj.)1::(sigma) = S

This letter makes exactly the same sound as S and you will find it in
words such as:

The last word here is particularly useful as it is also used to refer to a
very special type of coffee. Greek coffee is served in a thick, short
half-cup (the French call it demitasse). It is usually served sweet or
very sweet and it is never drunk with milk. If you are tempted to order
Greek coffee at all (and you should at least once - it is an experience)
be warned. It should be sipped delicately rather than gulped down.
The reason for this is that it is brewed from coffee powder which is
ground while the coffee beans are still fresh and only then is it lightly
roasted. That means that in order for it to be made into coffee it has to
be brought to the boil slowly in an old-fashioned, stove-top coffee pot
and then poured into a cup. The brewing process produces some very
iliroat-dogging dregs which are poured into the coffee cup along with
the coffee and they settle to form a thick sediment at the bottom of the
cup. Gulp your coffee instead of sipping it and you will immediately
see the wisdom (I:O<1>IA) of always having a glass of water served
with coffee in Greece.

IHMA (sima)
IOK (sock)

IO$IA (sofeea)

sign
shock
wisdom

Like most continental languages, Greek tends to borrow English
words and transliterate them (as in 'shock'). Unlike in English
however there are only 'flat' sounds in Greek, therefore sh becomes
just another s sound, hence the 'sock' pronunciation.

Now unless you're in shock yourself you will have noticed that there
is one of those notorious 'false friends' knocking about in one of the
words we've just given you.

Take another look at this:
I:HMA (sima) = sign.

What looks like the English H in Greek, is actually an i! It makes
exactly the same sound as any other 'i' you have met so far, so it
makes the sound you'd expect to find in tin, pin, or kit. Contrary to
popular perception there is a valid reason why there should be so
many letters for the sound i in Greek. I is by far the most frequently
used letter in Greek words (much like the letter e in English).
Inevitably then there are some words which, when pronounced,
sound exactly the same (they're homophones, to use a word
borrowed from the Greeks) but have different meanings. In order to
differentiate between them, it became necessary to be able to write
them with a different spelling, hence the different varieties of the
letter i.

Back to the task though.

The next vital letter you need to complete your journey towards the
promised cup of coffee in this chapter is:

A (Iamda) =L

Coffee, sweet coffee!
We're almost there now and we know you can practically smell the
coffee, which is why we've left it until now to introduce the final
letter you will need before you can order your coffee in Greek. At the



beginning of this unit we warned you that it looked like something
you'd expect to see in a game of 'hangman'. If you played the same
type of 'hangman' as we did, then you won't be surprised to see that
the letter is:

r
It looks a little like the gallows and it is called gamma. Usually it can
?e pronounced as w~, ex~ept when it is followed by an i (any i and
m Greek there are SIX!),m which case, it makes the sound y, as in
yesterday, yellow and yes.

The reason we're learning it now is because the word 'sweet' begins
with it:

rAYKO (whliko) = sweet

This is a very easy word to remember because the word 'glucose'
actually comes from it.

Other words which use it are:

rAAA (wh-ala) milk
nATI (yati) why

nA (ya) for

In the introduction we mentioned that every Greek letter or letter
c~m?ination, bar one, has only one way of being pronounced. Well,
this IS the one. r does some rather funny things to your vocal chords
as you will see later on. You've been warned!

DGamma began life looking exactly like the L-plates of learner
drivers today. It was stood on its head and reversed by the Semites
at around 1500 Be. The Semites made it linear and thought it looked
like a throwing stick. They called it gimel or gaml, meaning 'throwing
stick'. The Greeks changed the Semitic name to gamma and, when
they began to write from left to right, reversed the direction it was
facing so that it looked like a gallows, as it does today.

Exercise 1
And now the crunch. We brought you all this way in the alphabet so
you can finally order ~offee on your own. There are quite a few ways
you can order coffee m Greece, but since we've just learnt about it
we'll opt for the cultural experience and go for a Greek one.
Remember, let it settle after it arrives and sip it delicately!

In the exercise below you'll have to replace the pictures, symbols and
English words with Greek words you have learnt in order to place
your order:

There is an anecdotal story which recounts how Greece's Prime
Minister during the Second World War, Yannis Metaxas, a man
renowned for his quips, was once asked during a pre-election
campaign by one of Athens' famous coffee house proprietors, what
could possibly be better than a cup of Greek coffee to revitalize a
person in the morning. Without batting an eyelid he replied: 'Two
coffees'.

Now, in case you feel the same way, we will help you order more
than one.

In English most words which refer to more than one item (plural)
simply have -s or -es added to the end. Greek however (you'll be
surprised to know), is not that straightforward. Although there are
grammatical rules explaining when and how (we won't bother you
with those), the reasons for it lie mainly in the phonetics of the
language and the need to distinguish between endings which would
sound virtually identical in the single and plural form of a word.

Coffee, then, which is KA.E, becomes KA.EAE:t.



nThe magic word 'please' and its response are not much used in
Greece.This is a cultural difference. People in Greeceare very casual
and laid back when dealing with one another and foreigners. As a
result they tend to view excessive politeness as a distancing device
and therefore avoid using it. When they say 'please' and 'thank you'
they really mean it. It is not just a convention of the language.

Exercise 2
Knowledge almost always comes with some form of responsibility
attached. And having now given you the word for 'coffees'; we want
to see you exercise it by writing out in Greek the English sentences
given to you below.

1 Two coffees 2 Six coffees 3 Ten coffees

If you took our advice, waited patiently for your Greek coffee to
settle after it was brought to you and then sipped it delicately, the
chances are you have enjoyed a fme cultural experience. If, however,
you didn't, then we know that you'll need a little more than just the
one glass of water which came with your coffee. To prepare you to
ask for more, we introduce our fmal letter in this unit, which, as
things go, is probably the worst false friend you're likely to see:

P

We know it looks like a p. It isn't!

The letter in Greek is pronounced rho and it makes the sound r as in
river, rover and rivet.

The word water in Greek is: NEPO

It is pronounced nero and the plural (just in case) is NEPA (nera)
and yes, you can ask for two waters in Greek as opposed to two
glasses of water.

n Nine times out of ten a waiter's response to an order is AMEIOI
(amesos) - literally meaning 'immediately'. This is just a turn of
phrase. Waiters in Greece are notorious for taking far too many
orders at once and keeping customers waiting for some time. The
Greeks accept this and use the time to chat and people-watch.

The magic word
Now that you've learnt the letter P you can learn the 'magic word' in
Greek: IIAP AKAAn (parakalo) = please

~'~-

Exercise 3
Mike and Lisa are unaware of the cultural differences they encounter
on their fIrst holiday abroad. They order coffee using 'please' as they
would back at home. See if you can order again using the word
'please' this time.

1 Two coffees please 3 Ten coffees please
2 Six coffees please

The good news now is that with so many of the 'difficult' lett~rs
under your belt you're adept enough in Greek to see that words like
ArOPA (pronounced awhora - we know it's not ayora, do~'t say
we didn't warn you about gamma) must have some connection to
agoraphobia (fear of open spaces). ~rOPA, in fact, ~eans
'marketplace' (in ancient Greece this was mdeed an open space m the
middle of the city. All commercial activity took place there). It also
gives you the word: ArOPAZSl (awhorazo) = I buy.

If your taste runs to something stronger than a coffee, you'll have to
wait until our next unit where we will join Mike and Lisa as they
begin to think about drinks!

You've just learnt

H- ita
.-phi
I-sigma

A-Iamda
r-gamma
P - rho

Total new letters: 6
You now know 20 letters altogether. Only 4 letters leftl

ABr~EZHeIKAMN=OnPITY.X~O
A r~EZH IKAMNEOnPITY. n
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Tired and thirsty from doing the tourist bit, Mike is now ready for a
stiff drink. Greeks share the Mediterranean penchant for drinking at
any time of the day, though never to excess, and in this unit we shall
look at emulating them. Unlike Mike you will get a lot of practice
ordering a vast variety of drinks, learn about a place where you can
order them (more about that in a moment), come to grips with the
final letters of the Greek alphabet and learn about some combinations
of Greek letters which are bound to have you ordering doubles!

Since you're fresh, strong and eager here's the first one:

OY

In this unit you will learn
• the capital letters B, e, X

and'll
• the letter combinations OY,

EI, AI, Mn and TI
• more numbers

This letter combination makes exactly the same sound you'd expect
to find in zoo and, handily enough, it is found in the Greek word

OYZO (oozo)

OYZO is made from the piths of grapes after wine makers have
finished with them and it is indicative of the native genius for letting
few things go to waste. When it is distilled it is a clear, odourless
liquid which looks a lot like water. To flavour it, OYZO makers have
always used aniseed which gives it its characteristic OYZO taste.

The extract from the aniseed plant (Pimpinella anisum) is poisonous
in any quantity; however in the minuscule amounts used in OYZO all
it does is impart the characteristic liquorice taste and it also goes
cloudy when water is added to it.

Bottled OYZO is sold practically anywhere in Greece, from the local
deli to the larger supermarket and everywhere in between. You can
drink OYZO cafes and tavemas. The Greeks, however, never drink
without eating and every place that offers drinks is obliged to also
offer food in order to attract clientele. Traditionally, small fishing
villages and poor neighbourhoods lacked the wealth necessary for



setting up and sustaining large restaurants. To meet the need for
something small, a new class of drinking establishment arose called
OYZEPI (oozeri) - literally a place where one could go to drink
OYZO.

Exercise 1
Below we give you a number of other drinks you can buy at an
OYZEPI along with their pronunciations and English counterparts.
See if you can match them by tracing lines joining the Greek word
with its pronunciation and its meaning.

0 10YZO (wh-ala) water
~ 2 KPALI (martini) lemonade

3 NEPO (ooiski) whisky
4 TEKIAA (portokalatha) tequila
5 OYn:KI (lemonatha) milk
6 MAPTINI (nero) wine
7 rAAA (krasi) martini
8 AEMONAM (tekila) ouzo
9 ITOPTOKAAAM (oozo) orangeade

Never on an empty stomach
Although OYZEPI were (and still are) drinking establishments, they
also offer food on a very limited basis. The reason why the menu is
limited is to be found in the reason OYZEPI fIrst came into
existence: mainly the lack of money to sustain anything larger.
OYZEPI today are trendy establishments found allover mainland
Greece and the islands. They are there mainly for the locals, though
more and more tourists have begun to discover them. Reflecting their
origins OYZEPI offer two kinds of food: dairy products and seafood.

Try practising saying the words below aloud:

MEZE~
~ArANAKI
OKTAITO~I
KE<I>TEMKIA
ITATATE~

That's just the kind of fare you will fInd on the menu of an OUZEPI.
Now see how successful you were at deciphering the pronunciation.

MEZE~ (mezes) = a mixed platter which normally contains a
couple of meatballs, chips, a sausage and fried goat's cheese.

I:Ar ANAKI (sa-wh-anaki) = fried goat's cheese - a delicacy in
Greece.

OKTAITOM (oktapothi) = octopus, standard seafood in fIshing
villages. These are marinated to make them tender and shallow fried
for a virtually unique taste.

KE<I>TE~AKIA (keftethakia) = small meatballs

ITATATE~ (patates) = chips

Mike has decided to do a little local travelling in order to get to the
various eating and drinking places near where he is staying, but
before he can do that he has to be able to distinguish one food from
another and for that to happen, he has to come to grips with a new
letter combination:

EI may look hard to make head or tail of, but the sound it makes is
simply i, just as you'd fInd in pick, sit and drink. It is found in the
word for bus:

AEn<l>OPEIO (leoforio) = bus

Now that you know how to recognize a bus there is nothing to stop
you from joining Mike as he sets out for an evening's eating out.

Knowing the menu, being able to pronounce with confIdence what is
on it, and order a variety of drinks to wash it down with means that
the time has come to learn a brand new letter!

The letter in this case is:

9
It is called theta. It makes the sound you'd expect to fInd in English
words like thesis, thesaurus and theatre.

Now that you know it you can try using the following word: E>EAn = I
want.

Because Greek verbs have different endings for whoever is performing
an action you don't have to worry about learning extra words such as I,
you etc.



So:
9EAn (thelo) [want
9EAEll: (thelis) you want
9EAEI (theli) he/she/it wants
9EAOYME (theloome) we want
E>EAETE (thelete) you want
E>EAOYNE (theloone) they want

The good news is that now you can form sentences such as 'I want
an ouzo with meze' with the same ease as native speakers, provided
of course you have a couple of linking words to hand, otherwise you
will be doomed never to get anything with something else!

So, fmal deep breath and here goes.

The two words you need in order to make your culinary experience
complete are:

KAI and ME

The fIrst thing you've noticed are the letters AI. Before they start to
affect your appetite we can tell you that they're easy to pronounce.
The letter combination together makes the sound e such as you'd fmd
in tender, tepid and trepidation.

That means that the word KAI is pronounced ke and it means 'and'.

KAI (ke) = and

ME (mae) = with

The word is pronounced exactly the same as the fIrst syllable of
metal.

The good news now is that there is nothing to stop you from ordering
a hearty Greek meal.

Exercise 2
In the exercise below the Greek and English sentences have
somehow become mixed up. See if you can unravel them by
replacing the English words with Greek.

1 eEAn ENA OYZO WITH WATER KAI MEZE
2 eEAOYME CHIPS WITH K.E<1>TEMKIA
3 eEAOYME ENA I:Ar ANAKI KAI TWO MARTINIS
4 AYO nATATEI: KAI ENA OCTOPUS PLEASE
5 THREE WHISKIES AYO nATATEI: KAI ENA MEZE

IlAPAKAAn

6 I WANT AN OUZO ME NEPO AND MEZE
7 WE WANT IIATATEI: ME MEATBALLS
8 WE WANT COOKED GOAT'S CHEESE AND AYO

MAPTINI
9 TWO CHIPS AND ONE OKTAIlOAI IIAPAKAAn

10 TPIA OYII:KI TWO CHIPS AND ONE MEZE PLEASE

Generally speaking drinks are a lot cheaper in Greece than they are
in England, so it would be a good idea to start ordering bottles of
everything! Before you can do that, however, we'll have to tell you
that there is no individual letter sound for B in Greek. Greek gets
round the problem by combining two letters to form the sound it
needs:

Mil = the English letter B

Now perhaps you can make some sense of the following signs:

MIIAP (bar) = bar
MIIYP A (him) = beer

MIlOYKAAI (bookaJi) = bottle
MIlOYKAAIA (bookaJia) = bottles

In Greek when you want to say 'a bottle of' something, all you need
to do is put the words 'one bottle' in front of what you want. 'A bottle
of ouzo', for example, becomes ENA MIlOYKAAI OYZO.

Exercise 3
Mike is a fast learner. Already he has got into the habit of buying
bottles of everything. In the exercise below, see if you can replace the
English sentences with Greek ones.

1 Ten bottles of beer, please.
2 Six bottles of wine, please.
3 Two bottles of whisky, please.
4 One bottle of water, please.

Greek uses a few more letter combinations to make single-letter
sounds:

OY-OYZO
EI - eEAEII:
AI - KAI
TI: - nlnA (pizza)

makes the sound -00

makes the sound -i
makes the sound -e
makes the sound -ts



Entertainment is never to be taken lightly in Greek society. Because of
this, a certain specialization has taken place in establishments that
provide different types of food and drink. Mike wants to go out to get
something to eat, but he has forgotten where he is most likely to fmd
what. See if you can help him by matching the establishment with its
identifying food or drink!

IIITIAPIA
OYZEPI
KA<I>ETEPIA
MIIYPAPIA

OYZO
KA<I>E~
IIIT~A
MIIYPA

You'll probably notice that coffee now appears as KA<I>E~. Greek
nouns have a number of forms that necessitate the use of's' at the
end, or conversely the dropping of it. We promised you that this
would be fun, so no grammar, which means you'll have to take our
word for it! If you get it wrong at this stage Greeks will understand
what you are saying, so no harm done.

When it comes to eating places, the one most people will have heard
of is a taverna. Greek tavernas were the original restaurants. Their
menus changed according to what was in season and they served
wine drawn directly from a barrel and served in either half litre or
litre tin containers - a practice still carried out today. Tellingly,
perhaps, a taverna's reputation (and therefore its success) could be
made or broken by the quality of its wine rather than its food. Good
tavernas would have up to eight different types of wine to draw from.
The reason we left it until now, however, is because the tourists'
favourlte eating place in Greece, when written, displays a 'false
friend':

TABEPNA = taverna

B (beta) = veeta

The letter B in Greek, at one stage actually sounded like the English
B. For a variety of reasons, over the years it was softened from the
original beta to veeta and its sound, accordingly, changed from B to V.

Other words which use the letter Bare:

BIBAIO (vivlio) = book
BAZO (vazo) = vase
BOYTHPO (vootiro) = butter

oThe letter B forms part of the English word 'alphabet'. It was
bOrrowed by the Greeks from the Canaanites around 1000 Be. The
Canaanites used a linear form of B adapted from Egyptian
hieroglyphics and they called it beth, literally meaning 'house'. At that
time it stood for a stylized picture of a house. The Greeks changed
beth to beta and from there it entered, unchanged, into the Latin
alphabet and then the English.

Pay up!
Before the euro (EYPn - pronounced evro: see p. 38), the Greek
currency was the drachma. Although you no longer have to use the
drachma while in the Greece, it would be a good idea to learn how to
say it because it gives us the opportunity to tackle the last one of
those 'false friends':

X =hee

While it looks exactly like the English X this Greek letter is actually
an H! It makes exactly the kind of sound you'd find in words like
Himalaya, hibiscus and hibernation.

It is also found in the word ~P AXMH (pronounced thrahmee) - the
drachma.

More numbers
2 l::.YO
3 TREII

100 EKATO

1000 XIAIA
2000 l::.YO XILlAt:.EI

Exercise 5
In the exercise below match the prices Mike has to pay with the price
tags:

~ YO XIAIME~ EYPn
(thio hiliathes evro) € 1000

EEl XIAIME~ EYPn
(exi hiliathes evro) € 10 000

~EKA XIAIA~E~ EYPn
(theka hiliathes evro) € 3000

EKA TO XIAIME~ EYPn
(ekato hiliathes evro) € 2000



XIAIA Eypn
(hilia evro)

TPEll: XIAIME1: EYPn
(tris hiliathes evro)

You've just learnt

OY ou - 00 as in zoo
EI epsilon yota - i as in pit
e theta - th as in thistle
AI alpha yota - e as in elephant
Mn mi pi - b as in beer
TI tat sigma - ts as in lets
B veata - v as in vase
X hee - h as in hen
lIJ psi - psi as in Pepsi

CONGRATULATIONSI
You now know all the letters of the Greek alphabet!

ABr~EZHeIKAMN=OnPITY~X~O
ABrdEZHeIKAMN=OnPITY~XlIJn

Something fishy
With this letter you will have learnt the whole Greek alphabet:

'I' = psi

This letter makes exactly the kind of sound you'd expect to find in
English words like harpsichord and Pepsi.

Greek words which use this letter include:

lIJAPI (psari) fish
lIJnMI (psomi) bread

lIJnNlzn (psonizo) I buy

In a word
Greek society and culture is quite literal. Often occupations and jobs
are made of compound words which describe exactly what goes on.
So, a baker for example would be a 'breadmaker', while a fish-seller
would be ... a fish-seller!

The Greek word for 'I sell' is: noy An (poulo). This can be slightly
(but only slightly) modified when combined with other words.

Exercise 6
Match the product with the place that sells it.

'P API (psari) = fish <1'POYTonnAEIO

<l>POYTA (froota) = fruit TYPonnAEIO

TYPI (tiri) = cheese r AMKTOnnAEIO

rAM (wh-ala) = milk 'PAPOnnAEIO

More good news is that now, armed with the entire Greek alphabet as
we are, there is nothing to stop us going shopping!
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OK! We know that the unit heading here is hard. Nevertheless we are
so confident there is nothing you cannot deal with that we are
prepared to take you shopping! The word for 'I shop' in Greek is:

'¥QNIZQ = psonizo

And the word for the things you buy, unsurprisingly, is:

'¥QNIA = psonia

Before we take you shopping however we will throw one more new
word at you:

Mike, who is self-catering, needs to buy some food. He has a
complete list of things to buy. Unfortunately his list is in English.
Perhaps you could help him by matching up the English on his list
with the Greek equivalent.

nOPTOKAAAM
Bread MAl
Cheese

ZAXAPH
Beer

TYPI
Coffee

OYn:KI
Sugar

Retsina KA<DE~

MIlk '¥QMI

oil (to cook with) MnYPA

Whisk.!! rAAA

OraH.!/eade PETIINA

In this unit you wlilleam
• about shopping in Gr8eoe
• the letter combinations AV,

EY,Oland NT



nWe mentioned in Unit 3 that Greek has given us the word
'agoraphobia' (fear of open spaces). The original market place where
shopping of all kinds took place in ancient Greece was an open
space called Agora (ArOPA). Open-air markets are a weekly feature
of Greek urban life. While traditionally you find reasonably priced
fresh produce at Greenmarkets, these days you can also buy cheap
watches, videos and CDsI

Haggling is a feature of buying that is associated more closely with life
on the Greek islands (a remnant of their barter economy) than any
market place on the Greek mainland. You are not traditionally expected
to haggle when you are buying gifts. However, certain tourist spots,
like Corfu and Rhodes, pander to this by artificially inflating their prices.
The best way to decide whether you can haggle at a place or not is to
shop around and compare prices, like you would at home.

Now Mike faces another problem. He has to work out where he can
buy the items he needs. Once again he has to rely on your help to
guide him. See if you can link the Greek items on the left with the
places where they could be found in the box.

1 llOPTOKAAAAA
2 AMI
3 ZAXAPH
4 TYPI
5 OYI1:KI
., KA<I>E1:
7 'PQMI
8 MllYPA
9 rAAA
10 PETI:INA

o
C1I

Exercise 4
Mike has discovered that drinks in Greece are cheaper than at home.
He has invited Lisa to visit him in his flat and, being the perfect host,
he needs to have a drink or two to offer her. He has splashed out on
some drinks which are in a jumble below. Work out which drinks
Mike bought. If you are right the letters going down the bottle will tell
you which one he did not buy because he didn't know the word for it!While shopping for the items on his list Mike has met Lisa, who is

also on a self-catering holiday. They have struck up a friendship and
he is now planning to take her out. The problem is that he cannot
remember where they can be expected to serve what. See if you can
help him by matching up the food and drink on the left with the
appropriate establishment on the right.

1 KA<I>E1:

2 llOPTOKAAMA

3 MEZE1:

40YZO

5 KPA1:I

., MllYPA

7 llITI:A

8 llATATE1:

9 :EArANAKI

10 KE<I>TEMKIA

[OYZEPI ]

ITABEPNA]

[KA<I>ETEPIA]

IMllYPAPIA]

[llITI:APIA] KPA1:I, rAAA, AEMONAAA, MAPTINI, OYI1:KI,
TEKIAA, NEPO



Manners please!
Now that we have learnt about culture differences, like saying
'please', we're going to cover the word for manners, or we would
cover the word for manners if there were an exact Greek word for it!
We know what you must be thinking. The Greek word that is used to
mean 'manners' is TPOIlOI (tropi) = 'manners', 'method', or 'way'.
Instantly, by the definition, you notice that it is not an exact
equivalent. You are right. To narrow down the meaning a little more,
in Greek, you have to say TPOIlOI ~YMIlEPlcI>OP~ (tropi
siberiforas) = 'means' or 'manner of behaving'. This isn't because
Greeks have no manners; on the contrary, it is, simply, a point of
cultural distinction. In ancient Greece everyone was expected to
behave themselves. Therefore everyone behaved within the social
norm, and their means or manner of behaviour - TPOIlOI
~YMIlEPlcI>OPA~ - were equally acceptable. Those few,
however, who stood out from the pack by their truly polished
politeness and good manners were considered to be EYrENOI~
(evyenis) meaning 'noble'. Because of this, the word also became
synonymous with good and better behaved and those who were noble
were said to be possessed of a certain ennobling quality, called
EyrENEIA (evyenia) = literally meaning 'nobility'. Hence, today
someone who is polite is said to possess EyrENEIA (evyenia).
Therefore to be EYrENIKO~ (evyenikos) is to be polite!

Apart from the fact that the word has lent itself to English in words
like eulogy and eugenics it also gives us the opportunity to explore
one more letter combination: EY. The two letters together either
make the sound ev (as in evolution) or ef (as in left) depending on
what other letter follows in the word.

Other Greek words which use the EY combination are:

He knows roughly what he will put in it and he has a list in English,
but after only one week in Greece his Greek is still not good enough
to do the shopping. See if you can help him by matching the
ingredients on his list with the Greek produce.

Ayr A (av-wha) bread

r AAA (wh-ala) tomatoes
MAl (lathi) cheese
TYPI (tiri) salt
BOYTHPO (vootiro) eggs
'POMI (psomi) oil
AAATI (alati) buffer

IlIIlEPI (piperi) milk
NTOMATE~ (domates) pepper

NOTE: Just as the Greek letters MIl gave us the English B sound,
NT gives us the sound D. We will get a chance to practise this
combination in the next couple of units.

nOne of the most common complaints tourists have about Greek
food is the temperature it is served at. Hot food, when it comes, is
rather tepid. The reason for this is that Greece is a hot country and
food is traditionally served lukewann or tepid rather than hot. This is
a minor cultural difference, but, if you like your food served piping
hot, it is worth bearing in mind.

EYXAPIITO (efharisto)
EYKOAO (efkolo)

llEYTEPA (theftera)

thank you
easy
Monday

Letter combinations
To make an omelette OMEAETA (omeleta), naturally, you need to
break some eggs and in order to do so, you must first be able to say
the word so you can buy them.

Eggs is one of those funny words in Greek which depends upon a
letter combination. This time it is: AY (pronounced av as in cavern).

Depending upon which letter comes after it AY can sometimes make
the sound af(just like in after) rather than av but we'll cover these as
and when we get to them.

One more thing we must mention here is the use of 01. This is the
last iyou will have to learn in Greek and to all intents and purposes
it should be treated as just an ordinary ias in king.

Exercise 5
Mike's problems are far from over. As this is Lisa's first visit to his
apartment, he wants to impress her. He has found out that she is a
vegetarian. Deciding to play it safe he is going to make an omelette.

Exercise 6
Travel does not always broaden the mind. Sometimes it just helps to
confuse one nation's flag with another. In the exercise that follows
there are the flags of six nations. See if you can match the Greek
names with their English equivalent.



(United States of)
America

•
AMEPIKH IT AAIA EAAAL\A IAnnNIA KOPEA
ATI:TPAAIA

Lisa's visit to Mike's holiday apartment has gone like a dream. The
omelette he made was edible, the Greek salad he prepared was good
and they both had a few drinks. As a matter of fact they are so excited
by the discovery that this is the other's first trip abroad that they have
decided to meet the following day to tackle the lower case letters of
the Greek alphabet together. We shall, of course, join them.

You've just learnt

AY - av oraf
EY - ev oref

01 - i
NT- d

en:ra
"0
"0
::Jco

€::>z-»

In this unit you will learn
• lower-case letters



Well, here we are, with all the capitals of the alphabet completed and
about to rush into the world of the lower-case letters. These will be
easier because there are stress marks to help you pronounce the
words. As before, there's good news and there's ... even better news.
The good news is that Greek does not have joined-up writing,
therefore the letters you'll learn stay pretty much the same when
they're written. The even better news is that many letters remain the
same as they were in their capital form. They're just written smaller!
This explains why capitals and lower-case letters are usually referred
to in Greek as 'big' and 'small' letters. MEr AAA (mewhala) and
MIKPA (mikra).

Exercise 2
Now that you're so good at this, see if you can match the Greek
names on the left with the English ones on the right.

N'tovaAv't N'tUlC Davy Crocket

NTEIBINT KPOKET

NTAIANA PO~

Diana Ross

Danny de Vito

Donald Duck

~EPAOK XOAM~

IIOYAPO

EIII0EnPHTH~ MOP~

MArNOYM

<l>IAIIIIIO~ MAPAOOY

EAIOT NE~

Exercise 3
Mike has a problem. He likes Lisa and would like to impress her
ev~n more. Aft~r she left his ~partment he stayed up half the night
gomg through his language guIde books trying to learn the names of
the places he would like to take her to. What he has discovered is that
a.lot of the signs i~ shop.s are in lower-case letters and these look very
differ~nt from th~lTcap~tal counterparts! See if you can help him by
matching the capItals WIth their lower-case letters in the list below.

IIInAPIA

OYZEPI

KA<I>ETEPIA

MIIYPAPIA

Exercise 1
In our first exercise we will take a look at the 'big' letters by trying
to match the names of some of the silver screen's biggest fictional
detectives with their Greek equivalents. Draw a line connecting the
correct answers and practise saying the Greek names aloud:

POIROT

SHERLOCK HOLMES

PHILIP MARLOW

ELLIOTNES

MAGNUM

INSPECTOR MORSE

Oul;epi

M1tupapia
IImrapia

Kacpe'tepia

Here's one you'd never guess
B~cause of its Ancient Greek roots, modem Greek positively bristles
WIth words loaded with poetic imagery. Take the one below for
example:We promised you some practice with the combination of Greek

letters that give us the sound D and we're just about to deliver. All of
the fictional personalities in Exercise I, to a greater or lesser extent,
are detectives. The Greek word for 'detective' has been taken directly
from the English and it's used to mean both a detective (as in the
police rank) and a private investigator.

Below we give you the word in capitals. First practise saying it aloud
a few times, just so you can get your tongue round it. Next, see if you
can rewrite it in the space provided using only lower-case letters.
Check with the list of lower-case letters on p. 49 if you are not sure.

OIInpOIInAEIO (oporopolio) = fruit shop

The ?asis of this one comes from the word OIInPA (opora)
meanmg 'produce from trees', which originally would have been the
only kind of fresh produce available to buy. While no one calls it
OIInpOIInAEIO any more, the signs outside fruit shops still serve
as a reminder of days when greenhouses and international trade did
not exist.

See if you can now substitute lower-case letters for each upper-case
one of the word:
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'II 'If - psi 'I' E
o co - omega

::>
VI z•

Although you've already met some lower-case letters and now know
just how easy it is to leap from the capitals to them, it might help if,
at this stage, we started from the very beginning:

A a -alpha 0-

B~-vita i
ry-gamma r
~ 0 - thelta ~

E e - epsilon £

Z1;-zita J
H T\ - ita '"

e 9 - thita e

oModem Greek is derived from ancient Greek. At some point in its
past, however, it went in two different directions and was transformed.
The main reason for this change was the power wielded by the Greek
Orthodox Church in the old Byzantine Empire. Byzantium outlived the
Holy Roman Empire by a thousand years before succumbing to the
Ottomans. Religion figured very prominently in Byzantine life and the
language of the Church was a highly omate, slightly convoluted form of 0
Greek which was not really spoken by ordinary men and women. 0)
Because it was spoken by the Church a certain, not entirely unwarranted
perhaps, degree of prestige was associated with it. As a result shop
signs used the more omate way of describing what they sold, a practice
which is reflected to this day!

Next to each of these we have included the handwritten version
which is different for some. The reason handwriting is slightly
different from what you will see on shop signs and windows has
more to do with the human personality than grammar, so it's
sufficient to say that it differs and leave it at that. Now that you're
ready we'll tackle the rest of the lower-case letters:

11 - yota I

K K - kappa )(

A A. -lamda ~

M J.1-mi r
Nv-ni v

3 ~-ksi r

Exercise 4
Mike is fmding himself getting in deeper and deeper problems. As he
looks at all the places he wants to take Lisa to, he realizes that he can
understand some of them but others do not seem to bear much
resemblance to anything he knows. See if you can help him untangle
the mess he is in by matching the place with its English definition and
what it sells or what services it provides! To help you in the task we
have provided a glossary (p. 80). To make things harder though we
used only lower-case letters. See how you do. Use the list on p. 49 to
guide you.

o 0 - omikron 0

Iln - pi n

P p - rho f
1: cr - sigma 6"

T't-taf •.

Y \) - ipsilon II

cI>cp-fi t

XPYl:OXOEIO bakery KAcI>E

3ENO~OXEIO hotel cI>IAM

APTOIlMEIO jeweller's XOP01:

ZAXAPOIlAAl:TEIO cafe cI>ArHTO

KAcI>ETEPIA cinema 'POMI

E1:TIATOPEIO restaurant XPYl:01:

KINHMATOrPAcI>01: patisserie rAYKA

NTI1:KOTEK disco ~OMATIO

<l>APMAKEIO chemist's Al:IlIPINH

TAXY APOMEIO post office rPAMMAT01:HMA



Exercise 5
Look at the following names of some Greek newspapers. First say
the name of each newspaper aloud. Then, in the space provided,
replace the capitals with the lower-case letters:

AIlOrEYMATHNH, AKPOIlOAH, ME1:HMBPINH,

HTT A ~ E0NlKH,KYP ~,

How did you do?
Check your answers in the Key to the exercises and if you'~e SC?red
less than 5/6 look at the capitals and lower-case letters agam! Crrcle
the ones which you've got wrong and practise writing them a few
times. Recognition comes only with repetition!

Exercise 6
In the exercise below you need to identify which price tag belongs to
which group of words. Unfortunately they are all jumbled up and the
words are in lower-case letters!

20 Eupoo r
1 5 Eupoo r

50 Eupoo r '----~
I 200 Eupoo r

1100 Eupoo r
500 Eupoo r

eiKocn wpm, eKa'to wpm, 1tevrlv'ta wpm, litaKo<rta wpc6,
1tEV'te wpm, 1tev'taKo<rta wpm.

One extra letter
The number of lower-case letters in the Greek alphabet is, funnily
enough, one more than the capitals! This is because of the letter 1:
(sigma). In its capital form, sigma presents no problem, but when we
gO to the lower-case letter, we have to be more careful. A different
form of sigma is needed at the beginning and in the middle of a word
to the one needed at the end. The sigma which is used at the end of a
Greek word is, to all intents and purposes, identical to the English
_~. The sigma used at the beginning and in the middle is simply -<r.

So, rAYK01: 'sweet', which is what you want the coffee you're
ordering to be, becomes in lower case yA.l)KO~.

In a long word like 'locomotive', for example, the letter -s occurs
twice. We give you the word in capitals and ask you to write it in
lower-case letters:

1:Ii\HPOi\POM01: (sithirothromos)

nMany of the words we use in the English language have been
passed on to us by the Greeks, though we don't necessarily use
them in the same context. The Greek word for 'newspaper', for
example, is E<IlHMEPIM (efimeritha).This has given rise to the word
'ephemeral' - which is what news is by nature!

Literally speaking
A lot of the modem Greek words came about as exact descriptions of
what they are.

I:Ii\HPOI: (sithiros) means 'iron' and i\POMOI: (thromos) means
'road'. So, I:MHPOi\POMOI: stands for both the railway network
(literally, iron road) and the trains which run on it. Of course, the
more modem word for 'train' is TPAINO (treno).

Exercise 7
In the next exercise Mike and Lisa face a problem. They want to buy
a ticket for a ferry crossing. Unfortunately the book they have uses
numerals to number the words written in capital letters, lower-case
Greek letters to number their defInitions in English, and capital
Greek letters to number the words written in lower-case Greek
letters! Our two friends are totally confused. See if you can help them
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by matching the number with its equivalent letter i.n.both Greek and
English to arrive at the lower-case form and defImtton of the word.

E One has been done for you as an example::;)z
Example: 11 AEPOIIAANO J.l aeroplane M UtP01tAUVOj;

1 ~IAHPOAPOMO~ u train A 'tpevo

2 AE()c1)OPEIO t helicopter B Ato<poptio

3 AYTOKINHTO () ferry E tAllC01t'ttpO

4 ~EPIMIIOT ~ coach A <ptPl~11tO't

0 5 EAIKOIITEPO () cable car H <poP't11YO

en 6 IIOYAMAN P bus K 'tuv~

7 ~OPTHrO 1 submarine r uu'tOKlV11'to

8 TEAE~EPIK Y car e 'ttAt<ptpilC

9 YIIOBPYXIO lC tank Z 1tOUAJ.lQV

10 TANS 11 truck I U1tOPPUXlO

11 AEPOIIAANO A taxi M UtP01tAUVO

12 TASI Il aeroplane A 'tu~i

Exercise 8
This morning Mike found that he needed a few odds and ends, so he
has spent the last half hour dashing from shop to shop, before
meeting up with Lisa at their favourite cafe. Unfortunately his bag
has become mixed up with those of other shoppers. Mike bought
something at each of the following shops and also at a fruit and
vegetable stall. Can you guess which bag is his?

ZAXAPOIIAM:TEIO
APTOIInAEIo
rAAAKTOIlnAEIO
BIBAIoIInAEIo
TAXYAPOMEIO

You have met most of these words before. However, so as not to
make it too easy, we have thrown in a few new ones, but you won't
have any problems with them.

Bag 1 Bag 2 Bag 3 Bag 4 BagS

"'0>1-11 yUAa YAU1CO Eva 1tOptOKuAt"'0>1-11 0
1tEvtEVt0l-lutEC;I-It1Aa "'0>1-11 ypal-ll-latoO'Tll-latUP1 en
I-11tOUKUAtKpaO'l ~t~A10 Kpam tUP1 Eva yAUKO
<pEW ypal-ll-latoO'Tll-latUP1 OU1O'Kt Kap1tOU~t
yt<louptt O'oKoAuta ~outupo ouo ~t~A1a ~outUPO
tUP1 "'0>1-11 yUAa yt<lOUptt yUAa

pl1Aa apples aOKoAlrra chocolate
ytaoupTI yoghurt Kapno~ watermelon
JlmoKOra biscuits POUTI1PO butter
A&Jlovla lemons nopToK6AI orange

Xpuooxodo jeweller's cpaYI1TO food
apToTKl)A&io bakery IIJWJli bread
VTIOKOT&K disco XpuoOc; gold

Taxu6poJldo post office yAUKO sweets
cpapJlaK&io chemist's 6wtJlrriO room

K1VI1J1aToyp6cpoc; cinema cpiAJI movie/film
&OTIOTOpao restaurant Kacp& coffee

~&voaoX&io hotel aompivl1 aspirin
~xaponAaoT&io patisserie ypoJlJlaTOoI}pa stamps

Kacp&T&pia cafeteria xop6c; dance

ABr4EZHeIKAMN=onPITYeX~n
a6Y~E ~11el KAllv~onpoTu<PX~W
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In this unit you will learn
• about eating inGI9ElC8

Eating out is a national pastime in Greece. As in most Mediterranean
countries, people in Greece use eating out as a means of getting
together with friends and family. Not surprisingly, prices are cheaper
and there is a large variety of restaurants catering to demand.

Below is a menu from one of them. It is written in a combination of
lower case and capitals, and also in English. The printer was very
good at languages but terrible with numbers. He left out half the
prices in Greek and half the ones in English. See if you can choose a
meal from the list below and then work out how much it will cost you.

rqu<mi
IIu'tan:~ cpoupvou
IIu'ta'te~ 'tll'YuVll'tt~
IIu(J"tl'tcrto
MaJcapova~u M1tOAOVt~U
M1tPl~6A.U X01P1vt1
M1tPl~6AU J.10O"XUPtlcrtu
Kecp'tt~e~
l:uAa'tu XCOpla't11Cll

~ l:UAU'tU J.1UPOUAl

Stuffed tomatoes
Potatoes cooked in the oven
Chips
Pastitsio
Spaghetti Bolognese
Pork chop
Beef chop
Meatballs
Greek salad

~ Lettuce salad

€1,40
€1,70
€4,40

€2,30
€1,40
€O,70



nIn Greek the word for 'potatoes' and 'chips' is the same:
naTQTE<;. Potatoes feature quite a lot in Greek cooking. To
differentiate between all the different ways of cooking them, Greeks
usually describe how they're cooked beside the name. 'Chips', for
example, become naTQTE<;lTIyavllT&<;, literally 'fried potatoes'; you
can also have naTQTE<;Ylaxv" (steamed potatoes), naTQTE<;
<poupvou (potatoes cooked in the oven), naTQTE<;6paaTt<; (boiled
potatoes) and so on. Because 'fried potatoes' is a long way to say
'chips', Greeks usually call them either naTQTE<;on its own or
naTaTQKla (little potatoes) which leaves no doubt whatsoever as to
the meaning.

o•••••
Fast food (cJ)aOT cpOUVT)
Greece is not immune to modem-day pressures, however, and fast
food restaurants are popular with young and old alike for the speed
and convenience they provide. Below we have a number of fast food
items you may recognize.

Exercise 1
See if you can match the Greek with their English counterparts:

XAMIIOYPKEP, ~ANTOYIn, ~AAATA, IIATATE~,
~m.;, KEnAn, MOTITAPM, MIIEIKON

sauce, salad, mustard, chips, bacon, sandwich, ketchup,
hamburger

HoW did you do? Check in the Key to the exercises to see how many
you got right.

NoW see if you can provide the lower-case equivalent for each one.

o•••••

Goody's is a fast food chain in Greece, in the same vein as
McDonald's. It aims to provide as healthy a meal as possible. Mike
and Lis~ decide to try it out. Unfortunately, they've mixed up their
translations so they are no longer sure which description fits which
choice. See if you can help them by translating the English back into
Greek. To help you we have provided some Greek words below.

XUIl1tOUPKf:P, O"CO~,V-rOIlU-rf:~, llapOU1..l, KPf:IlIlUOl, "'COIlUKl,
-rcrl1..l, 1t1K01..,1l0uO"-rupoa, 1l1t£lKOV

Translations:

Burger, bread roll, mustard, pickle, sauce

Burger, bread roll, bacon, chilli, sauce, onion, lettuce, tomatoes

Exercise 3
If you have matched the translations correctly you should be able to
provide the Greek capitals for the following words:

1 Bread roll
2 Sauce



Exercise 4
Goody's try to provide a lot more than just hamburgers in their menu.
Look at the pictures and descriptions of the choices below.

3 Lettuce
4 Bacon
5 Tomato

o•••••

tPtA&talCta alto 1Tt1j90~KOtOItOIJAOlJ,
tptl1118VOKapOtO, crm<;I1OIJcrtap~,

!1«pouAt, vt0lt<1ta

AOIJKavtKO, tllyaVTlt8~ Itatat&~, crm<;
l1oIJcrtap~, tPWI18VO KapOto,

!1«pouAt

Mlttqlt8Kta, tIJp!, crm<;Goody's,
tllyaVlltE~ Itatat&~, tptl111EVOKapOtO

Now fmd in which of the choices on the menu the following
ingredients appear:

1 KO'to1toUA.O(chicken)
2 Kapo'to (carrot)
3 M1tEUCOV
4 Tupi

Exercise 5
Goody's also do a traditional fish supper! Look at the description
below and list all the ingredients in capitals.

'I'mlt<1lCt11&vtlpal)&~ crtaptou, I1lttqltEKta,
111t8tKOV,crm<;barbeque, t1JYaVlltE~

Itatat&~, KP&l1l1ul)t,!1«POUAt,vt0lt<1ta

tPtA8ta 'l'aptou, crm<;tartar, tptl111EVOKapOtO,
t1JYaVTlt8~ Itatat&~, ayyoupt, !1«POUAt

o Traditionally, Greek cuisine was dictated to a large extent by the
necessities of a mountain-dwelling community. As a result meat does
not feature very heavily in it and there are a lot of vegetarian dishes.
However, as mountain-dwelling existence is, by definition, harsh,
calorie-rich olive oil was used a lot. It continues to play an important
role in the Greek diet today, though the rigours of modern Greek life
are somewhat less than those of its ancient counterpart.

ZIJl1aptKO tUItOIJ Linguini, craAtcra
A&IJK1\,!1«vttapta, 111t8tKOV,tptl111EVO

tIJpi (ltapl1&1;ava Kat crKAllPOtIJpi)

Exercise 6
After a hearty meal at Goody's you should treat yourself to an ice
cream (IIAnnO).

There are three to choose from. Decide which type of ice cream has
the ingredients given on p. 56.ZIJl1aptKO tUItOIJ Linguini, KOKKtVTl

craAtcra, tPWI18VO tIJp! (ltapl1&1;ava
Kat crKAllPOtIJpi)



o•••••• Kp&l1a 11&Cookies, I01COAata 11&Choc Chips,
Kp&l1a 11&Kapal1&A.coI1&va Kapuota

1 KO\)1(t~
2 Caramelized walnuts
3 Chocolate
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In this unit you will learn
• the days of the week
• the letter combination TZ



Youcannot visit Greece without going to at least one museum. Mike
and Lisa decided to visit one in Athens. The problem was agreeing
on the day to visit it. Lisa thought that Tuesday would be a great day
to go but Mike wanted to explore the countryside on a bus on
Tuesday.The museum would not be open on the fIrst working day of
the week and it would be closed for renovation for the two days prior
to Friday, after which it would be open as normal. Mike was
suffering from sunburn after the weekend and needed a day to
recover and Lisa was adamant that Friday should be set aside for
island hopping.

Exercise 1
Below are the days of the week in capitals and underneath are spaces
for you to write in the lower-case letters. Work out, from the text
above, which days of the week are available for Mike and Lisa to go
to the museum. Write your answers in lower-case letters.

Monday

AEYTEPA

Thesday

TPITH

Wednesday

TETAPTH

Thursday

TIEMTITH

Friday Saturday

TIAPM:KEYH 1:ABBATO

Sunday

KYPIAKH

nThe Acropolis is by no means unique to Athens. Every Greek city
state had one. Traditionally it was the highest point of the city. Its
position was selected so as to be easily defended and present
natural obstacles to any attacker. In the days of ancient Greece the
fear of raids from pirates as well as rival city states was very real. If a
city state saw itself losing a battle, it would withdraw its army and
citizens to the acropolis, surrendering the rest of the city to the
invader. Acropolis is a compound word formed from two words,
AKPH meaning 'edge' and nOAH meaning 'city'. Acropolis therefore
meant literally the edge of the city, or its highest point.

Exercise 2
In ~rder to make the most of their time in Greece, Mike and Lisa
dectde to rent some transport. The guidebook they're using, however,
ha~ got wet and some of the letters have faded. They have another
g~tdeb?ok but everything is in lower-case letters. The problem is that
this gwdebook offers no defInitions.

Perhaps you can help them by fIlling in the missing capitals from the
words written in lower case.

1 1:1_HPO__ OM01: = train
2 AEO<1>OP = bus
3 A KI_ HTO = car
4 TIO_ AM_ N = coach
5 <1>OPTH = truck
6 TIOAH__ TO = bicycle
7 B_1:TIA = scooter
8 TZ_TI = Jeep

1 <n()T)p6()po~0~

2 A.60<popeio
3 aU'tolCiVT)'to

4 1touA.~av

5 <p0p'tT)y6
6 1to()t1A.a'to

7 /3&(ma
8 T1;l1t

One more letter combination
There is no single letter which makes the sound J in Greek. Again, in
order to make that sound Greek has to resort to a combination of
letters..In this case they are T and Z. Together they make exactly the
same kind of sound you'd expect to [md in Jackie, John and James.

Other Greek words which use the letters TZ or t1; in their lower-case
form are:

Exercise 3
S~ if you can have a go at this combination by completing the half-
wntten Greek versions of the English names below.

1 Jake Tod TZEI TO T
2 Jasper Carrot TZA EP KAPPO
3 James Bond TZEIM1: MTIO T
4 Jill Ireland IA AlP AA
S James Cooper KOYTI__
6 Jackie Onassis TZA ONM:1:H
7 John Wayne TZON r__EIN



Exercise 4
This is where it gets hard. On p. 61 is a handwritten recipe for a
home-baked apple pie. Look at it carefully and see if you can identify
and circle the ingredients from the list below:

Eggs Auya

sugar suXaPll

apples IltlAa

vanilla ~aviAAla

milk yUAa

Exercise 5
Below is a list of some of the world's capital cities. They're all
written in English but the Greek versions are all mixed up between
lower- and upper-case letters, and some letters are missing. See if
you can fill in the missing letters and then match the Greek words
written in capitals with their lower-case letter counterpart.

1 WASHINGTON ME IKO A9tlva
2 LONDON A0H Ma __ itll
3 ATHENS MAAPITH IIapicr_
4 MADRID API~I OUUOWylC'tOV
5 PARIS AON I 0 _E~llC6
6 MEXICO OY~ __ rKTO_ voivo
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In this unit you will learn
• the letter combinations rr

and n<.

Exercise 1
Mike and Lisa are really enjoying each other's company. They're
enjoying each other's company so much in fact that at the end of a
hectic few days' touring they discovered they weren't sure where
they went on which days.

Their itinerary was chosen from the list of excursions on offer printed
in Greek below. See if you can help them by fmding out which
package they took. The only clues Mike and Lisa have in their hazy
memories are the three sets of tickets they found in their pockets!

IEPA MONH
TA3IAPXOY MIXAHA TOY DANOPMITOY

85600 1:YMH - MlAEKANHI:01:

MOYDJA : (EKKAHtIAl:TIKO - AAOrPA~IK.O)
MUSEUMS: (ECCLFSIASTICAL - FOLK-WRE)

EIl:ITHPIO
TICKET

N!! 01901EYPn 0,20
EUROO.20



L\EYTEPA TPITH TETAPTH

E:evoooxdo E:evoooxelo E:evoooxdo

L\cOOeKUVT\O'U L\eAcpoi L\eAcpoi

Mouoeio - A8tlva ~u~o<; ~u~o<;

Tapepva EO'tla'tOpelO L\rooeKUV110a

E:evoooxdo E:evoooxdo E:evoooxeio

Exercise 2
This is the part where we give you the opportunity to show us how
good you are. We have a wor~-search exercise ~~posite. Find the
words from the list below and crrcle them so they Jom up. When you
have done that you should have the outline of four Greek capital
letters. When you rearrange them discover what word they spell.

The words which you need to find are:

'l'ro~l Aao<; 'YUAa AUOl ro~e'Ya crtl~a 'Y1a'ti 8eA.ro
loea aM'tl 'l'Upl KUVro

r A A A B r A p 'II Y A B

I P A A A A M A r n p A

A M II A Z Y P r 0 L\ M T

T r I T 0 I Y P r I A I

I 'II P I T e P I T A - K.::.

II A 0 Y ~ A E E <I> T A L\

A I M II A P r A L\ N Y ~

II 0 T 0 'II M N I n n M A

A A 0 ~ M II I N M P E <I>

A P A H M 0 N I E E N A

L\ E N M II Y P A r K I N

I L\ E A K A K 0 A A M L\

The missing link
Up to now we have covered all the letters of the Greek alphabet and
have managed to keep our promise to make them easy and fun. We
did warned you that there was one Greek letter Gust one) which
caused a few problems.

The gallows shadow of the letter r (gamma) takes a little getting
used to. We left until now the last combination of letters that gamma
forms to make the sound g.

If the sound appears in the middle of a word, then G is formed by IT.

Example: ENGLAND = Arr AlA

If the sound appears at the beginning of a word, then G is formed byrK.
Example: GREY = rKPIZO

Other words in Greek where the g sound appears are:

ArrovPI cucumber
ArrEAOI angel

Arnzn I touch
ArrAOI Englishman

Exercise 3
Now it's your turn. Write the words in the vocabulary box above in
lower-case letters.



oGreece, the home of democracy, has never really had a 'free' press.
Traditionally newspapers were strongly affiliated to different political
parties. Their readership came from the parties' membership and they
were often financed by the party they supported. It is only in recent years
that there has been a break from this practice and newspapers are
beginning to give a more balanced view of what is happening in Greece.

Exercise 4
While in Greece, Mike and Lisa spent some time in Athens. Ever
ambitious, Mike picked up some newspapers. Look at the front page
of Sunday's EAEY0EPOTYIlIA on p. 66.

See if you can fmd the Greek words from the list below, then circle
them. We decided to be tough and have given you the list in English.
Good luck!

o
CO

Exercise 5
Mike and Lisa availed themselves of an offer to see as many islands
as they could in one day. On p. 68 is a map of their journey. They
both kept a diary of that day but the good wine and the warm sun did
not help their Greek spelling. Perhaps you can help by deciphering
exactly where they went that day. Follow their route and then fill in
the missing letters from the words below to fmd out the names of the
islands Mike and Lisa visited. Once you have filled in the missing
letters re-write the islands in lower-case letters.

lKPT

2 KA OI

3 KAPil I

4 X AK

5 PO OI

6 I M

7 TH I

8 NI POI



Exercise 6
On their day out to the islands, Mike and Lisa got hungry.
Unfortunately, they forgot to take enough money with them. Between
them they had €9,OO. From the menu below, work out what they
could have ordered from the restaurant in order to have as balanced
a meal as possible.

M1tvp£~
Gosser nonjpl 330 mi €1 ,50
Gosser nOTrjpl 500 ml €2,00
Heineken €1 ,50
Mythos €1 ,50
Kasier €1 ,50
Stella Artois €1 ,50
Amstel €1 ,50

A Va'l'VlCTlKa
Coca Cola € 1,00
Sprite €1 ,00
IIopToKaAMo. €1,00
Aep,ovOOa €1 ,00
L'ooa €1 ,00
MeraAIKo vepo €1 ,50
Ep,rplaJ..mjdvo vepd lYJ MTPO €0,75
Ep,rplaJ..mjdvo vepd 1'2 MTpO.. €0,50

KPAIIA
AeV1ca
IIeAonovV1'fmaKo~ €6.00
AylOpelTlKO €8,80
KTrjp,a XaTl;11P,IXaAl1 €10.50
AanpoAi(}, €10,50
MavTlveia €9,50
LlpoaaAi, €8,00
Llwpa LlIOVOOIOV ~11 ,00
P0c5iTl1' AJ..enol5 €7,50
Epaap,IO' €8,50

Poct
Movaa'11plaKO €9,70
AAAOTlVO €1 0,50
E(11teplrl1r; €7,50

KOKKlva
Llarpvl' €11.00
KaTwyl Apipwrp €15,25
Ap,neAoxwpa €9,50
L'aTvplKo €9,00

Poct
OviaKv €3.00
OviaKv anima), €4,00
BOTKa €3.00
rl;IV €3,00
MapTiVl €3,00
Campari €3,00
AIKip €3,00



IIl1teplec; yep,un:ec; €2,70
EayavUKI €2,00
M1tOVpeKUKla €2,30
KOAoKv(JoKerpT:ooec; €2,00
KOT:OKpOKhec; €2,ao
KOAOKV(J01tlT:a €3,00
KerpT:eJwaa €2,5O
Tvpo1tmiKIa €2,00
IIaniT:ec; p,epWa € 1,00
tPeT:a €1 ,50
tPeT:a 'I'''T:~ € 1,50
XOpT:01tlT:a €2,70
M1tOVpeKUKla T:OVEerp
(T:VpOKpOKeT:ec;) €2,70
PvI;oT:o 1tIKaVT:IKo €2,70
MaVlT:apla a Aa Kpep, €3,00

Eerp €2,70
XmplaT:lK'f €2,50
TomouaAaT:a €2,10
IIaT:aT:ouaAaT:a €1 ,70
EaAaT:a «E1tlOvulOC;» €3,OO

KOT:01tOVAO «E1tI0vUloc;» €5,50
KOT:01tOVAo uovpAdKI €4,1 0
KOT:01tOVAo rpIUT:O €4,00
KOT:01tOVAo a Aa Kpep, €4,70
M1tIrpT:eKI uxdpac; €3,50
M1tIrpT:eKI a Aa Kpep, €4,70
M1tIrpT:eKI
(yep,lUT:Op,e T:DPIKal (ap,1tov) €4,40
M1tIrpT:eKI p,e pOKrpOp €4,40
EviT:ueA KOT:01tOVAO €4,70
EVIT:ueA X01pIVO €4,1 0
M1tI(oAa XOlp/~ €3,ao
EovpAaKI XOlPIVO (p,epWa) €4,10
AovKavlKo yep,IUT:O €3,5O

Kapp,ovdpa €3,80
Eerp €3,80
tPovpvov €3,50
IIevec; 4 T:vpla €3,80
M1tOAoVe( €3,20
Na1tOAIT:eV €2,70

~M
~O~<
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m
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In this unit you will learn
• about Greek homophones
• to describe the weather



No matter how good something is, sooner or later ~t has. to come to
an end. This book is no exception. Mike and Lisa, Just like you, are
now able to recognize practically any combination of Greek letters
and pronounce a Greek word, even if they're not too sure about the
meaning.

As the days approach for their leaving Greece, they begin to look for
souvenirs which will remind them of their wonderful holiday.

The Greek word for 'souvenir' is very easy to recognize:
l:OYBENIP. Now that you know it in capital form, and before we
go any further, it might be a good idea if you wrote it in lower-case
letters and decided where the stress should go .••••

o
Exercise 1
One of the things Mike and Lisa learnt soon after they started to read
Greek was that the language has many words which sound nearly
identical but have different meanings. The English prefix 'homo' for
example comes from the Greek word OMOIO meaning 'the same I
identical'. When added to the word cJ)QNH and suitably altered to
sound smoother it becomes OMOcJ)QNH. Homophones, in English,
are words with virtually the same pronunciation and different
meanings. When it comes to it, though, the Greeks are masters at it.
Consider, for example, the following list of pairs of ten virtually
identical-sounding words written in capitals and lower-case letters.
To fmd their meaning, all you have to do is identify their numbered
counterpart from the box below.

1 xup'ti
2 XAPTHl:
3 13u<;o
4 BAm
5 KP1't1']C;

6 KPHTH
7 Kpivro
8 KPINOl:
9 <pUA.O

10 cJ)IAOl:

10friend (M) 1paper 9 sex (M or F) 8 lily 3 vase
6 Crete (the island) 7 I judge 4 I put 2 map 5 judge

Now reverse the way the ten words are written so that the ones in
capital letters are now written in lower-case letters and vice versa.

nIf you're having trouble with homophones, spare a little sympathy
for the Greeks themselves. The worst case of a homophone is given
to us by the instance of the word for 'hand' which in very formal
Greek (occasionally referred to by the misnomer of 'High Greek') is
XElpa. Unfortunately for the Greeks the word for 'sow' sounds
exactly the same although it is spelled XOlpa (you begin to realize
now why there is a need for so many forms of the letter i). You will
realize just how bad things get when we tell you that the word for
'widow' is also ... you guessed it ... xnpa!

Now in the days when students from all over Greece had to leave the
family home and go away to Athens to study at the university there,
it would not be unusual to run out of funds very quickly and have to
write a hasty, and somewhat pleading, letter home asking for an
advance on the following month's allowance. As it was usual, in
those days, for the father to handle all family finances it was to him
that the letter was addressed and it always finished with the
conventional, but somewhat unfortunately chosen, 'I kiss your hand',
just before the signature.

Given that there were three possible ways to spell a word which
sounds exactly the same, the unfortunate students had a one-in-
three chance of getting it right and being bailed out of debt!

••••
o

Exercise 2
Mike and Lisa have decided to split the souvenirs they buy into three
types: ones you can drink, ones you can eat and those bought as
mementoes. The problem is that they're now having difficulty
remembering any of the Greek words for the things they want to buy.
See if you can help them out by writing a list from your own memory.
Once you have exhausted the words you know you can look at the
box at the bottom of this exercise for inspiration. A couple of words
will be totally new to you, though by now you're more than adept at
figuring them out!

Souvenirs

2 Things you eat 3 Mementoes

A little help: ou<;o, EA.A.TJV1KoC;KU<pEC;,uYUA.J.1U,XUP'tTJC;,
p&'toivu, <protoypu<piu, J.11tA.OU<;UK1,O'TJJ.1uiu,&<pTJJ.1Epiou,
yA.UKU,13113A.iu,&lO'TJ't1']plU, ",roV1U,OPUXJ.1EC;,O'OKOAa'tU,
EA.A.TJV1KOA.U01,1tOp'tOKUA.UOU,J.11tUpU,KUO'E'tU,'to'uv'tu



Greek weather
The weather in Greece is not always as good as tourists seem to
think, although sunshine can more or less be guaranteed. The word
for 'hot' in Greek is gep~6<; and from that are derived the words for
'temperature' - gep~01cpacria - and 'thermometer' - gep~6~e'tpo.

Exercise 3
On their last day in Greece, Mike and Lisa look at a weather report
in a local e<Pll~epioa to decide what to do. Look at the chart on
p. 75. From the key fmd the Greek words for the following:

1 Sunny
2 Occasional cloud
3 Heavy cloud
4 Rain
5 Thunderstorm
6 Snow
7 Fog

From the same weather report write in capitals the names of the large
cities, outside Greece, which have a temperature higher than London.

Now write in capitals the names of the Greek towns which have the
same temperature as Rome.

Now write the name of the town whose temperature is nearest that of
London.

I eEPMOKPAlIEI .•', 75..•~ AI9PlOI 9AM:I:I.A
M

" , KaIt6Aa 28 "',' 0,I KipIwpa 30 HPEMH <lD~ 30 .... m
I\aIJ{o 34 - AITATOI ~ TAPN'MENH Z:unarpa 34

~ IlOAY*:'r-' ••• IYNNEtIA TAPArMENH

~ •• ~ KYMAl'O&iI
BPOXH ~

~ 22 ~ TPlKYMIOAHIIlop{ol 25
~ 34

~
KATAII'UIA ANEMOI •••••ZIJPWl 28 AIeeNEII 0M60)(a 24 c::::::, XIONl ---... METPlOI

~~.. --7' °3oo~ ••••• tmPOI

~
~ noAYtmPOI0YlWI

I«mpoc; •••• 9YEMOAE1I

Acronyms
As the name suggests, acronyms (like acropolis) are quite literally the
'edges of names' or words which, as it happens, are usually defined by
their fIrst letters. The Greek word for 'name' is ONOMA and an
'acronym' in Greek is AKPONYMO. By far the most famous (and
maybe, initially, the most mystifying) acronym of all time has to be
IX0YI:. It is usually found written inside the universal outline of a
fIsh and it has stood for the sign for a Christian for at least the last two
thousand years.

Indeed, lX9u<; does mean 'fIsh'. The reason it also stands for a
follower of Christianity is that the letters, which coincidentally form
the word fIsh, are themselves an acronym: IIll:OYI: XPIl:TOl:,
0EOY YIOl:, mTHP (Jesus Christ, Son of God, Saviour). The
acronym becomes even more evident if you rewrite the above
sentence in lower-case letters but keep the fIrst letter of each word as
a capital.

Exercise 4
In their search for souvenirs Mike and Lisa wandered into a shop
which sells popular Greek music. They each have € 50 and this is the
sum total of their money. See if you can help them choose a couple
of CDs each so that they have some money left over for the flight.



More souvenirs
Mike and Lisa also bought a packet of the local Thrkish Delight (a
remnant of the times when Greece was a principality of the Ottoman
empire), although they call it Greek Delight.

Because Mike is curious he has made a list of all the ingredients used
in the Greek Delight. Circle the ones you recognize from the list
Mike has made and then rewrite them using only capitals.

Zaxapll - NEp6 - BavlAAta - ZEAatlva

Exercise 5
The Greek word for postcard is Kapt-1tocrtaA. Prior to leaving
Greece Lisa buys a postcard to leave at her apartment with a thank
you on the back. Because she has tried very hard throughout the
holiday, Lisa has become quite proficient at writing out lower-case
Greek. On the back of the postcard she has written:

;/,')' I D
I~ I"'r~r(r'"
, I '

..,7"" f'1~v "'rAID.
, \[./",,'(7111 ~I'" ~c...

/- ;JJ~

The flat was ve':!l D
nice.

Thank/n0u for
eve':!lt in.!!'

Lisa



Exercise 6
Mike and Lisa's holiday has gone far better than they'd planned. As
a matter of fact it's gone so well that they decide to come back next
year, together! Mike has gone ahead and bought a map to help them
decide where to go. He chose the wrong map, however, as it only lists
a small group of islands, near Turkey! Look at the map on p. 79 and
then write, in capital letters, the names of the islands in the order the
ferry visits them (Lesbos - Chios - Psara) and then the main city on
each island.

••••••
o

Exercise 7
Mike and Lisa are getting ready to leave for Athens airport where a
flight is waiting to get them home. They find that, in order to get
there, they have to reverse their outward journey. They first need a
boat, then a taxi and finally, an aeroplane. Their transportation is
written below in capitals. Unfortunately, however, some of the letters
have been scrambled (did we mention that anagram is a Greek word
- ava:ypa~~o?). To help you unscramble them, we have provided a
key, but the key, which is in lower-case letters, has been partially
destroyed, so that some letters are missing. See if you can match the
missing letters with the scrambled words so that you can write out the
word in full:

KABAPI

AEITAPAONO
ISTA

_ apa __

aEp __ A.a__

--~-

••••••
o
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Glossary is a Greek word, and it comes from the word r An~~A
(glossa), meaning 'tongue'. In Greek it also means 'language'. To
the ancient Greek mind, language and tongue were so closely
connected that they were indistinguishable, and this is something
which is reflected in modem Greek today, as there is no other word
for language apart from the word r~~A.

In the glossary that follows we give you the meaning of each word
as a handy reference guide and also, where appropriate, its context
as well as the capital letter it introduced. Our hope is that each
word widens your window into the Greek culture just as it enriches
your knowledge of the Greek language.

Unit 1
TASI - S taxi. Greek taxis work in taxi ranks but they also
cruise the cities and towns as they can stop and pick up passengers
anywhere, provided the 'taxi' sign on top of the cab is lit.

MINI - M mini. Literally, the British cult car, but also a short
skirt. The mini skirt became popular in Greece in the 60s and 70s
along with the car. The latter was particularly suitable for driving
through the narrow streets of Greek cities and towns and caused
few problems in parking.

MONO - N alone or only

NOTA - T a musical note

MASI - I a long skirt. The opposite of a mini skirt.

Unit 2
llANO - n up. In fact, ITANn is a popular contraction of the
word EITANn. Many modem Greek words have dropped letters
which are not pronounced any more because of popular usage.

KATO - n down

KAZAN! - Z cauldron. Originally black cauldrons were used in
Greek villages to do all the boiling in. This meant that they were used
both for cooking food and doing the family laundry (which tended to
be mainly grey and black colours). This is a practice that is
encountered rarely these days and then only in the poorest villages.

KOMMA - K comma

KAKO - 0 bad. This Greek word has become absorbed into
English as a prefIx to words such as 'cacophony' (itself a Greek
compound word).

KAAENA - L\ neck or watch chain, usually made of gold .

KANO - K I do / I make and I'm doing / I'm making

EAn - n here

AYO - Y two. Ancient Greeks were very interested in the
concept of 'two' because they fIrmly believed that everything in the
world existed in pairs. They saw good co-existing with bad, hot with
cold and war with peace. This duality influenced western thought
signillcantly and shaped our philosophies and even our political
practices and theological beliefs for over 3,000 years.

AE5IA - L\ right (as in direction). Words such as 'dexterity',
'dextrous' and even 'ambidextrous' bear witness to the fact that
society has traditionally approved of right-handedness.

AEMA - L\ parcel or packet

AEKA - L\ ten

AEN - L\ not

nOTO - IT drink. Alcohol in Greece is sold practically
everywhere. There are no licensing laws restricting its sale and you
can buy beer at two in the morning from your local deli, provided it's
still open.

DlNO - IT I drink / I'm drinking

DAn - IT I go / I'm going

DAKETO - IT packet or parcel



ENA - E one

EaI - E six. A two-dimensional shape with six sides is a
hexagon.

EmA - II seven. Depending on where you go, you may hear the
number seven pronounced as EcI>TA or EIIT A. The variation in
pronunciation may have been regional to start with, although it most
probably occurred during the 400 years when Greece was part of the
Ottoman Empire. There is no cultural stigma attached to either
pronunciation and both are equally well understood.

OKTO - n eight. Again this may be pronounced as either
OKTn or OXTn.

ENNEA- E

AEKA-A
decalogue.

AOAEKA - A twelve. A dodecahedron, in geometry, is a three
dimensional twelve-sided object.

nine. Sometimes pronounced ENNIA.

ten. In English we find it in such 'borrowed' words as

AEKAE5I - A sixteen

AEKAEm A - A seventeen. Again this one may be pronounced
AEKAEIITA or AEKAEcI>TA.

AEKAOKTO - n eighteen. Pronounced either AEKAOKTn or
AEKAOXTn.

TOSO - S bow, as used in archery. 'Toxic' derives from the
classical Greek word for arrow poison.

lAEA - A idea. The ancient Greeks believed that ideas had an
existence outside the world of the mind. They believed that, once
grasped, they revealed something about the world which existed in
the metaphysical realm. This provided Greek thinkers of the time
with the ability to visualize and carry out complex thought
experiments using no aid other than that of rigorous logic. While this
helped them make some truly astouding discoveries, like the concept
of atoms for example, it also hampered the appearance of the
experimental method for many centuries.

ATOMO - A atom and individual. It was Democritus the
Abderite (also known as the Laughing Philosopher, for his pleasant,
easy-going approach to life) who first came up with the theory of
atoms making up the world. Carrying out a thought experiment,
Democritus visualised cutting things down into smaller pieces until
he arrived at the concept of a spherical body so tiny that it could no
longer be cut. The ancient Greek word for cut was TOMH and the

pre~x ~- in front meant 'not'. Therefore ATOMO was something
which literally could not be cut any further, or at least not without
destroying its distinct identity, pretty much like individuals!

Unit 3
ENA - N the number one

KAfI)E - cI> coffee and the colour brown.

~HMA - H sign and badge. It also means signal.

~OK - I: shock. This is an imported word into Greek.

~Ofl)IA - cI> wisdom. In ancient Greece there was an Olympian
goddess called Wisdom and she was the one responsible for those
who were wise.

AAO~ - A people massed together, and race as in a race of
people.

AAAI - A oil

EAEO~ - A mercy. This is a word connected to the Greek word
for oil, AAAI, because an olive wreath was given as a token of peace
between the Greek city-states (at the end of an armed conflict).
IIOAY - A very, a lot

EAAHNIKO~ - A Greek. It is also the name by which Greek
coffee, a potent brew, is known. It used to be known as Turkish
coffee (TOYPKIKOI:) until the early 1970s when relations between
Turkey and Greece deteriorated. It was decided then that it should be
known as Greek coffee, though quite a few people still persist in
ordering it as Turkish coffee at their local coffee shop.
rAYKO - r sweet

rAAA - r milk

rIATi - r why, because. It is not unusual in Greek to answer a
question beginning with rIA TI with a sentence also beginning with
rIATI.

rIA - r for

KAfI)EAE~ - cI> coffees

NEPO - P water. In Greece, coffee is traditonally always
accompanied with a glass of water.

NEPA - P the plural of water (whether it is a glass of water or
water in general).



llAPAKAAn - n please. In Greek, 'please' comes from a word
which originally meant 'I beg'. Therefore, translated literally,
IIAPAKAAn means 'I beg of you'.

ArOPA - P a market

ArOPAZn - P I buy / I'm buying

OYZO - OY ouzo, the fiery Greek drink.

OYZEPI - a specialist outlet, traditionally cheap, where sailors
and villagers would congregate to drink ouzo and listen to live music
played on a mandolin.

KPAl:I - I. wine

TEKIAA - A tequila

OYII:KI - OY whisky

MAPTINI - P martini

AEMONAAA - L\ lemonade

nOPTOKAAAAA - II orangeade

MEZEl: - Z tit bit. The concept of MEZEI. was born out of
necessity. In earlier times when refrigeration was a problem, eating
places which served wine and ouzo were faced with the dilemma of
what to serve with it. A MEZEI. can be anything from fried cheese
to chips or meatballs.

I:Ar ANAKI - r traditional ouzeri food. It consists of fried hard
cheese and fried squid or octopus served in a light vinaigrette
dressing.

OKTAUOAI - L\ octopus. It literally means 'eight-legged'.

KEcJ)TEAAKIA- <J) small meatballs

UATATEl: - II potatoes and also chips

AE(}cJ)OPEIO - EI bus

8EAn - e I want

8EAEII: - e you want

8EAEI - e helshe/it wants

8EAOYME - e we want

8EAETE - e you want

8EAOYNE - e they want

KAI - AI and

ME - M with

MIIAP - Mil bar. This is another one of those imported words.
As modem Greek uses a combination of letters in order to reproduce
the sound B, it makes for some very funny looks from English
speakers when it's encountered on signs.

MIIOYKAAI - Mil bottle

MIIYP A - Mil beer

MIIOYKAAIA - Mil bottles

UITI:A - n: pizza

UITI:APIA - n: the place where you would expect to buy a
pizza.

KAcJ)ETEPIA - <J) a coffee shop. Greek coffee shops tend to be
very popular places and quite a lot of them will also do food like
pizza and barbecued chicken with chips.

MIIYP APIA - Mil where you would go to drink beer and have
ameze.

TABEPNA - B traditionally Greek tavernas served mainly wine,
usually a number of local varieties straight from the barrel, as well as
the Greek retsina.

BmAIO - B book

BAZO - B vase

BOYTHPO-OY

APAXMH-X

EKATO-O

the old Greek currency.

a hundred

Unit 4
XIAIA - X a thousand. XIAIA has loaned itself, in a slightly
altered form, into words such as 'kilometre' (a thousand metres) and
'kilogram' (a thousand grams).

'I'API - 'P fish

'I'GMI - 'P bread. In many places, Greek bread is still made in
a stone-floored oven.

'I'QNIZn - 'P I buy / I am buying



cJ)POYTOnnAEIO - EI a place where you would go to buy
fresh produce. In Greece, for many years, such shops provided the
only outlet available to local farmers. In many places they still do.
cDPOYTA - OY fruit

TYPOnnAEIO - EI a shop specializing in the sale of cheese.
Cheese was usually kept in wooden caskets, in brine, to preserve it
and you used to be able to try it before you bought it. Progress in the
form of air-tight, sealed packaging is doing away with the few cheese
shops which are left.

TYPI - Y cheese

rAAAKTOnnAEIO - EI a shop selling only dairy produce
such as eggs, milk and yoghurt. It would normally be run by the local
milkman who would also have a delivery round in the area. Until the
early 1970s the round would consist of a milk delivery in the
morning and another delivery for yoghurt and eggs in the early
evening. The milk is goat's or sheep's milk, and the yoghurt would
have been made during the day by the milkman, hence the second
delivery. Similarly, hens' eggs would have been laid and collected
that day.

'l'APOnnAEIO - 'P a fishmonger's. They were normally run
by fishermen who would use them to sell their catch of the day.

Unit 5
nPA - n time. This word has become the basis for borrowed
English words such as horoscope (which depends upon an accurate
knowledge of one's time of birth in order to cast) and horology (the
art of clockmaking).

'l'nNIA - n the shopping, i.e. things you have bought.

MAT AZI - r shop. This is applied in a generic manner to any
shop in Greece.

ZAXAPH - X sugar

PET~INA - TI the famous Greek wine, which takes its name
from the resin now used to flavour it. It's believed that originally it
came about when either wood resin from wine barrels which had not
been properly cured or the resin used to seal them got into the wine
by accident.

TPOnOI - 01 manners, method, way

~YMIIEPlcJ)OPA - MIl behaviour

TPOnOI ~IC()()P~ - manners, literally'wayofbehaviour'

EYrENHI: - EY noble, polite

EYrENEIA - EI politeness also nobility.

EYrENIKO~ - EY polite

EYXAP~Tn - EY thank you

EYKOAO - EY easy

AEYTEPA - EY Monday. In Greek it literally means 'the
second day of the week' .

AYrA - AY eggs

AAATI - A salt

llIllEPI - II pepper

NTOMATE~ - NT tomatoes

OMEAAETA - A omelette. This is one of those words, which
though borrowed, is now considered 'Greek' and follows the
grammar of the Greek language.

AMEPIKH - H America

ITAAIA - 1 Italy

EAAAAA - A Greece

IAllnNIA - II Japan

KOPEA - P Korea

A~TPAAIA - AY Australia

Unit 6
MErcil« - y plural, big, large. The Greek word for 'big' has lent
itself in English to such words as 'megalomaniac' and the now
popularly accepted slang prefix 'mega'.

MIKpcl- 1C plural, small, little. As with 'big', the Greek word for
'small' has found many applications in English, where we have
imported derivatives such as 'microcosm', 'microscopic', 'micron'
and 'microscope'.

NtEv-rtJmp - v"t detective, though the word in Greek is popularly
applied to private investigators and sleuths more than to police
detectives. Peculiarly perhaps, the 'detective novel', in Greek, is
called the 'police novel' or more popularly, 'police story'.



U\'taopi« - 'to" a pizza restaurant. Italy started out as an ancient
Greek colony but in the course of time has come to influence a lot of
the cultural aspects of modem Grece. This is reflected in the
popularity of pizza and spaghetti in the Greek menu.

O~Epi - ou a place where you would go to drink ouzo and have a
meze. Modem ouS&pi, in Athens and the islands, these days also
offer live entertainment and a more varied drinks menu, though food
remains fairly rudimentary in its variety.

Mftupapio - J.1ft a place where you would go to drink mainly beer.
These places were tremendously popular during the 60s and 70s
when beer was the drink of choice of the 'flower power generation'
in Greece. They are now slowly disappearing.

KO<p£tEpio - cp a Greek cafe

Oftcopoftoldo - ro a fruit shop. It's a compound word from
07tropuca (green produce) and ftOUA.aro(I sell). Greek fruit shops
portray an element of Greek life which sadly is slowly disappearing.
They display a lot of their produce in the wooden crates it comes in,
outside the shop. When the shop is closed, the owners cover the
produce with tarpaulin but still leave it outside, overnight and
unattended! This is a practice which is slowly dying out as
specialised fruit shops become fewer in number and some of the less
savoury aspects of modem life catch up in Greece.

Xpucroxodo - &1 jeweller's. It literally means 'gold-maker'. The
Greek for 'gold' is XpuO"o<;.Greek jewellery has a tradition which
goes back more than 3,000 years. Greek gold jewellery is slightly
heavier and darker in colour than gold jewellery in other parts of the
world because Greek jewellers work with either 18 or 22 karat gold,
not with 9kt.

5EVoOoXdo - &1 hotel. A compound word (E&vo<; = 'foreigner'
and 3oX&10 = container) literally meaning 'a container for
foreigners'! It has loaned itself to words such as 'xenophobia' (a fear
of strangers).

Aptoftcoldo - ro bakery. Traditionally, in Greece, every
neighbourhood had its own bakery where bread was freshly stone-
baked on a daily basis.

Zoxopoftloatdo - &1 patisserie. Greek sweets make use of a lot
of cream which itself is sweetened.

EanotopE\o - &1 restaurant

K\VflPOtoypU~ - 11 cinema. Literally translated, it means
'writing in motion'.

NnaKOttK - V't disco. While this is obviously the Greek
equivalent of an imported word from English, there is a school of
~~ught which .s~ys that .the Greeks originally exported it to England
m Its Greek ongmal which is 310"1C09tl1C11= 'discotheque'. This is a
compound word meaning 'container for music records'.

(J)oppoKdo - &1 phannacy/chemist's. Originally it took its name
from the word cpapJ.1U1C1meaning poison, as in ancient Greece, many
of the cures effected were through the use of diluted concoctions of
otherwise poisonous substances.

Toxuopop£io - &1 post office. Given the problems that the Greek
~ostal serv~ce has had o~er the past ten years in delivering things on
tlme, the hteral translation of this word (i.e. 'fast road') may be
slightly ironic!

(J)0YfltO - 11 food

'I'copi - 'I' bread

Xpucr~ - <; gold. Chrysanthemum (gold flower), and chrysalis
(golden) which originally referred to a gold coloured butterfly pupa,
are English derivatives.

rluKfl - y sweets (plural)

Acopflno - 8 room

(J)ilp - J.1 movie/film. English mm titles do not always translate
well into Greek, so many films appear with titles which bear no
resemblance to the original.

Ko<pt - 1C coffee

AampivfI - 1t aspirin

XopO; - p dance. This is directly linked to the English words
'chorus' and 'choir'. In ancient Greek plays the chorus and choir both
sang and danced in the background in order to fill the transitional
gaps in the play, or to tell the historical background, against which
the drama of the play was unfolding.

rpappOtOcrttPo - J.1 stamps. It literally means 'a sign for a letter'.

Aft0YEUPOtflVll - v Initially, a daily newspaper appearing only in
Athens (as most papers did at the time), it's now a national paper.

~Kp6ftolfl - A another influential Athenian daily paper. Others
like it are MeO"llJ.1&plavtl (lit. Noon paper), I:11J.1&P1UVtl(Today's
paper), KUP111CO<;(translated as the perhaps slightly ambitious
'Gospel') and E9V11Ctl(National).



lltl.01tOvvl1a~ - v a regional newspaper. As the name suggests it
is limited to the Peloponnese area.
r)..VK~ _ V sweet (adjective), as in a sweet coffee, etc.

l:lOTJpOOP0f!o; - 0 railway. The railway did not corne until fairly
late in Greece and it's not the fastest means of travel across the
country, though it is certainly amongst the cheapest. The word itself
is a compound word and it means 'iron road' .

I:iol1~ - p iron

Ap6p~ - ~ road. While this word is used to describe a road, it is
not the word you will see on the names of Greek road signs.

Tpaivo - at train

A&«MPOpEio- Et bus. Greece has an excellent public transport
network. Although bus stops themselves are not always well
signposted, the buses run every 15 minutes and they are inexpensive.

Av'tOlt>1Vl1'tO- au car, literally 'automatic motion'. There is no
indigenous car industry in Greece and all makes have to be imported.
Because Greece has a high level of tax avoidance, the Greek Inland
Revenue uses car ownership to gauge levels of income (and therefore
tax liability). The formula used in this instance centres on the size of
the engine of the car you buy. This is only one reason why smaller
cars are so popular in Greece.

fl)tp •.p1tM - ~1t ferry (boat). A word imported into Greek.

E).. •.K61t'ttpo - A helicopter

$oP't1110 - <I> truck

lloul.pav - ou coach

Ttl.t4ptpiK - A cable car

Y1tOppuX"o- ~ submarine

Tuv; -; tank

Atp01tl.uvO - p aeroplane

Tu;i - ; taxi

Tvpo1tcol.t\o - u a place that sells only cheese or dairy products.

rU)..UK't01tCOI.t\O- Et a place which sells exclusively milk products.

B"PI.•.o1tCOI.t\o- ~ a bookshop. Though the ancient Greeks were in
love with literature, there was never a thriving book trade at the time.
The main reason for this was one of cost. In the days of ancient

Greece, most writing was done on wax tablets, where letters were
literally scratched on dark-coloured wax, which then allowed a
lighter-coloured wood background to show through. Tablets were
bound together using metal rings, looped through holes in their edges.
The first organized, systematic buying and selling of books developed
in Alexandria in the 2nd century Be primarily because of the influence
of its famous library, run by Ptolemy.

rul.u - y milk. Funnily enough, the Greek word for 'milk' is
responsible for the naming of the Galaxy (Milky Way), where the
fIrst observers thought the broad band of stars through its middle
looked like a streak of spilled milk.

llOp-rOKUI."- 1t orange. The same word is used for both the fruit
and the colour, though the stress in the latter is shifted to the very last
letter.

N'topu'ttC; - V't tomatoes

M1i1.a - ~ apples

Tvpi - 't cheese. The main types of cheese you buy in Greece are
the produce of either sheep or goat's milk. Until the early 1900s there
were three types of cheese which were described according to their
hardness as soft, medium, and hard. Hard cheese would be cured in
the open air for quite a long time. It was salty and only good for use
in O'ayavUlCtwhere it would be accompanied by ouzo, or grated and
sprinkled on food.

M1tOVKUI.•.- p1t bottle. Bottled wine in a taverna is a fairly novel
concept in Greece, though restaurants have used bottles a lot longer.
Traditionally, tavernas serve their wine straight from the barrel.

Kpaai - lC wine

B"pl.io - B book. The word has lent itself to such usage as
'bibliography' (writing about books or a list of books) and the Bible.

fl)t'tu - cp a soft, white Greek cheese, made out of goat's milk, with
a distinctive flavour and texture. Different regions of Greece produce
different types of feta cheese.

QViRV - ou whisky

Kup1tou~ •.- ~ water melon. Water melons in Greece are abundant
during the summer months, where in many places they are sold from
the back of farm trucks, by the side of roads, or near beaches.

r •.uoup't •.- y yoghurt. Greek yoghurt is a very rich, full-fat yoghurt
and is the usual dessert to a Greek meal. It is served sprinkled lightly
with cinnamon, or topped with honey. Greek yoghurt is made from



the milk of goats or sheep, not cows. Greece doesn't have many cows
as its mountainous terrain cannot sustain the grasslands necessary for
dairy herds.

~KOA.Uta - I: chocolate

Bout1)po - Tl butter

llaKtto - 1t packet

M1tlcrKOta - 1l1t biscuits

Atp0Vl.a - A le"mons

M1tupa - 1l1t beer

Unit 7
Tpo)pt - co We eat / We are eating. Because eating out is so cheap,
Greece has a thriving night-life. People think nothing of going out for
a meal at least twice a week. Although tourist restaurants open early,
Greek restaurant hours are somewhat later than ours, as many Greeks
would not consider having their evening meal before ten o'clock!

E~O) -; out. The word 'exodus' is derived directly from this.

Mtvou - ou menu. A word clearly imported into Greek from
English.

rtp\atu - r stuffed tomatoes (usually). These are beef tomatoes
with the insides emptied and the skin stuffed with rice and
(depending in which region you have them) mince.

llatuttC; - II potatoes and also, chips. Potatoes were introduced in
Greece in the late 1800s by Ioannis Metaxas. They were initially
called 'YEcOIlTlAU (earth-apples) because of their appearance and the
then hungry populace, suspicious of anything introduced by the
government, refused to eat them. The story g~s th~t ~e Gr~k
governor ordered mountains of potatoes to be ptled high m public
squares under guard. The guards were given specific instructions to
look the other way should anyone try to steal them. Some of them
were indeed stolen and presumably cooked and eaten. Word of mouth
soon spread and the rest is history.

C()oupvov - q> oven baked. Quite a lot of food is cooked this way in
Greece.

T1)"(uv1)ttc; - Tl fried (usually refers to chips)

llaatitmo - 'to" a pasta and mincemeat dish, the origins of which
lie more in the East than Greece.

MaKapovuoo - 0 cooked spaghetti

M1tp\~oA.a - 1l1t steak. The traditional Greek diet is low on meat
and very rich in vegetable dishes. Historically this is due to what was
seasonally available to a population with no access to refrigeration.

Xmp\V1} - X pork

Mooxap1}ma - p beef

Ktcptt&:C; - K meatballs. Greek mince is made directly from prime
cuts of meat which are then minced, so there is no compromise in
quality.

~aA.uta - 't salad

XCOP\Ut\K1)- X This is what is usually known as Greek salad,
though the more literal translation is 'village salad'. Traditional
Greek salad is rich in olive oil (a handy source of carbohydrates) and
it also contains feta cheese, tomatoes, cucumbers and olives. It is, in
many respects, a meal in itself and the olive oil that's in it is usually
soaked up by bread and then eaten.

MapouA.\ - Il lettuce

C()uat C()OUVt- <I> fast food. Quite a few English words have been
adopted by the Greeks as the globalization of a 'fast' lifestyle makes
itself felt.

XUp1tOVpKtp - X hamburger

~VtOV\tC; - I: the concept of the sandwich is relatively new in
Greek culture and still considered something of a novelty in certain
remote parts.

~A.uta - 0" salad. Interestingly, because the Greek salad has a lot
of ingredients which need to be tossed, the phrase 'You've made a
salad of it' is identical in meaning to the English 'you've made a hash
of it'.

~O)C; - co sauce. It usually refers to tomato sauce.

Kttaun - 'to" ketchup

MOVO'tupOa - 0 mustard. Greek mustard is very much like French
in that it is not very hot. It is usually served with chips.

Mnt\KOV - 1l1t bacon

KOtOnOvAo - t chicken

KapOto - p carrot



nayOlto - ro ice cream. Home-made Greek ice cream makes use of
full-fat milk and cream and is very rich.

Unit 8
I:'tO - 1: at, in or on depending on usage and context.

Mooodo - E1 museum. Greek museums, despite the wealth of
antiquities they have in storage, have been chronically underfunded.
It is only in recent years that the government has begun to redress the
balance. A lot of preservation work is being undertaken and more
items are being put on display.

Arottpa - E\) Monday. literally translated, it means second day of the
week.

Tph1) - p Tuesday, third day of the week.

T£'tup't1) - TI Wednesday, fourth day of the week.

ntp1t't1) - 1t Thursday, fifth day of the week.

napaaK£ul] - EU Friday. This means 'day of preparation' .

~ppa'to - ~ Saturday, a word which bears more than a passing
resemblance to the Sabbath.

KuplaKl] - TI Sunday. literally translated, it means the Lord's day.

AKP'I - P edge

nOA.1)- TI town or city. The word 'metropolitan' would not mean
what it does today without the Greek word for 'city' .

nOOl]A.a'to - 0 bicycle

merna - B a small motorcycle (taken from the Italian Vespa).
Because they are cheap to obtain and run, and practical to use in the
narrow streets of many Greek seaside towns and villages, small
motorcycles like these have become a major source of noise
pollution in recent years.

T~i1t - 't~ jeep

Kapapl - p ship

T~a't~iKl - 't~ a Greek garlic and yoghurt dip. Like many similar
dishes, it originally came from the East and became part of Greek
cuisine when Greece was a tiny part of the Ottoman Empire.

Auyu - au eggs. Battery farming is not yet in operation in Greece.
Most eggs are produced, sold and bought locally, usually in open-air
markets.

ZelXaP1) - Z sugar

BaviA.1..1a- B vanilla

Ap&P1KelV1KO- A American (adjective)

AOl..I..elPl0- A dollar

Afhiva - e Athens. The capital of Greece. Legend says that when
Athens was built it was such a bright, vibrant city that the Olympian
gods queued to become its patron. Of them all, Athena (The Goddess
of Wisdom), and Poseidon (The God of the Ocean) won, and they
each had to compete for the privilege. The contest was to give the
city a gift to be judged by its elders. Poseidon was first and he struck
the ground with his trident and made an eternal spring flow. Athena
gave the city the olive tree. Of the two, hers was deemed to be the
mor~ v~uabl~ gift. and the city was named after her, though
PoseIdon s spnng stIll flows, and if you drink Athens water, legend
states that you will always want to return to the city.

Maop\t1) - TI Madrid

napi(J\ - n Paris

Ooo(J\vyK'tov - ou Washington DC

M&;1KO- ~ the city of Mexico

Aovoivo - A London

Unit 9
Ta;1ouKla - 0 small trips or excursions. Quite a few Greek words
use a ~pecial e?ding to make the word a 'diminutive', which slightly
alters Its meanmg.

AroO&Kuv1)O'a- A Dodecanese is the English form. Literally
translated, it means 'twelve islands', because there were twelve
islands in that group.

A&Mpoi - Ot Delphi. The famous temple of the oracle which was
called the 'navel of the world' as it was thought to lie at the centre of
the known world.

~p~ - Jl Samos, one of the Aegean Sea islands. It was one of the
most important islands of the ancient world. Two of its most famous
residents were Aesop, author of Aesop's Fables, and the
mathematician Pythagoras.

A~ - A people or crowd



AM' - 5 oil, frequently olive oil. Most Greek cooking is done in
olive oil.
nptyo - n omega. The rmalletter of the Greek alphabet.

rKpi~o - rlC grey

Ayy06pl- yy cucumber. This is often used in Greek salads.

Ayyt:l..~ - yy angel. Directly from the Greek, we have borrowed
the word 'angel', as well as 'archangel'.

Ayyi~(O - ro I touch / I'm touching

Arrl~ - yy Englishman

Euu9tpotu1tia - t\) one more of the Athenian newspapers. It is
now released as a national paper. A literal translation of the name
means 'free press'.

OlKovopia - Ot economy

ITOlltlK1} - TJ politics. Greek politics is a very passionate, often
polarizing, affair with the two main parties at the moment being left
and right of centre.

I:1tOP- ~ sport. A word imported from English.

IToul6Ptp - ou pullover

AtKa-a ten

EupcO - EU euro

PtKop - p record

Kp1}tfl - TJ Crete, the largest of the Greek islands and one with a
history of rebellion. To date it is the only place in Greece where,
despite the strict gun-control laws of the country, people openly carry
guns and knives strapped to their belts.

Ellaoa - A Greece

APOK - lC amok. Another word which has been imported directly
from the English.

Ayopt~ - y markets

Unit 10
I:ouPtvip - ~ souvenir

011010 - Ot the same, identical

~(Ov1) - TJ voice. This is the reason the fIrst record players were
called 'phonographs' (writing in voice), and 'tele(afar)phone(voice)'
also took its name from this word.

0••.• Vf1 - TJ homophone

Xapti - X paper

Xaptfl~ - X map

B«~o- ~ vase

B«~(O- n I put / I'm putting

Kplt1}~ - y judge

Kpiv(O - ro I judge / I'm judging

Kpiv~ - v lily

~lo - <I> sex (M and F)

~i~ - A friend

Xtipa - Et hand (formal Greek)

Xoipa - Ot sow,female pig

X1}pa - TJ widow

Ayalpa - y statue. Ancient Greeks actually believed that the more
detailed a statue was, the closer to being alive it became. As a result
they worked very hard on their statues to create detail which the
world was not to see again until the opening years of the
Renaissance.

~toypa.ia - <I> photograph. Literally meaning 'writing in
light' .

M1tlo~aKl - ~1t T-shirt

I:f1paia - at flag. The Greek flag with its distinctive white and
blue stripes and Greek cross is a code of the national anthem in
Greece. The number of stripes on the flag is equal to the number of
verses in the national anthem.

E(j)fIptpiOa, - E newspaper. Originally, newspapers in Greece were
either government controlled or closely affiliated with a particular
political party, which then fmanced them. This situation has now
changed.

Eurflt1}pW - Et tickets. It used to be that you could buy tickets on
Greek buses from a conductor. In the mid 80s this changed, and you
had to buy your ticket from a designated place, long before you



boarded a bus. This created an interesting situation when it became
apparent that the number of designated places selling bus tickets
were few and far between. This situation has now, largely, been
rectified and you can buy bus tickets from any street-comer kiosk.

Kaaha - K cassette

Taciv'ta - 'to" handbag

8EppoKpacria - e temperature

8EppOpUpo - J.l thermometer, literally, nothing more than a
'counter' of temperature.

Ovopa - 0 name. Greek names are usually taken from the Greek
Orthodox calendar, which is the reason why, on certain islands which
have a patron saint, a lot of people seem to have the same first name.

AKpOVUpO- u acronym

IX~ - e fish, but also the acronym by which Christians became
known to each other, and Christianity became recognized.

IUCfov~- ou Jesus

Xpta't~ - 't Christ

8EOV - ou God's

Yt~ - 1 (formal) son

~'t1\~ - ro saviour

Kalapanavo - a Greek dance from the area of Kalamata, a region
also renowned for the quality of its olives and the richness of its olive
oil.

~up'tciKt - K modem Greek dance. It became really popular during
the early 1960s when a less athletic but equally communal dance to
KaAaJ.lanaVo was being sought.

Kp1lnK~ - 11 As the name implies this is a Cretan dance, and like
most Cretan dances is, essentially, a war dance. When performed by
trained dancers, the lead dancer has a knife in one hand which he
wields about as he jumps and gyrates through the air, held and aided
by his second, who holds onto him by one end of a handkerchief.

Kltq)'ttKO - cp a Greek dance dating back to the times when Greek
rebels fought the Ottoman army.

PEp1thtKO - J.l1t Unusually for a Greek dance, this is a solitary
dance. Its roots are to be found in the Athens of the 1920s and 30s
where the movement of the PEJ.l1t&'tT}got under way. Those who

subscribed to it saw themselves as loners in a strange world,
constantly fighting against the establishment through conscious non-
conformity.

A1Ipond - J.l a popular Greek dance which has many variations in
different regions allover Greece. It is characterized by its upbeat,
quick-step music and lively steps.

ZEla'tiva - Z jelly

Kap't-1too'tcil - p postcard. This is an imported word from the
French.

Avciypappo - J.l anagram

Ai9pt~ - e clement, usually referring to weather

Aa'ta't~ - 0" unsettled

~uvvEq)tci - 0" heavy cloud. Greece has 256 sun-drenched days a
year!

B~X1\ - B rain. Most of the rainfall in Greece takes place during
wmter.

Ka'tatyic)a - K storm

XtOVt- X snow. Even Greece experiences snowfall in winter, with
some mountain villages being cut off for weeks on end. The botanical
name for the early flowering small blue, pink or white bulb 'glory of
the snow' is chionodoxa, from Xl0Vl + M~a (glory).

OpiXl1l - X fog
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Taking the lift

vnOrlYnOrElON
II/IIO rElON

HMlHMIOPOCI»OI
1oe;
2oe;
30e;
4oe;

BASEMENT
GROUND FLOOR
MEZZANINE FLOOR
1st floor
2nd floor
3rd floor
4th floor

Forging good relationships
It isn't absolutely essential for you to remember these last two signs,
but it would be very good for your tyro, and give a boost to the cause
of international friendship, to be able to recognize that

K.AMU:OPll:ATEI:THN EAAAM means Welcome to Greece
and

K.AMU:OPll:A TEI:THN KYTIPO means Welcome to Cyprus.

We're almost there now. Your survival guide to the Greek alphabet,
Greek culture and Greek way of life is almost complete. Below are
some bits and pieces which you will fmd useful for reference. Dip in
and out as necessary and don't be afraid to ask if you're not sure
about the meaning of anything when in Greece.

It's a good sign - finding your way
around

LADIES
GENTLEMEN

DANGER
STOP

PROHIBITED, IT IS FORBIDDEN
PERMITTED, IT IS ALLOWED

OPEN
CLOSED

PULL
PUSH

ENTRANCE
EXIT

PASSPORTS
TOILET

It all adds up - Greek numbers
o J.1T)OEV 15 OtlCanEvtt
I Eva 16 OtlCaEl;l
2 060 17 otlCatcp'tci
3 'tpei~ 18 OtlCaox'tro
4 'tEcrcrtptl~ 19 OtlCatVVlcI
5 nEv'tt 20 tilCOO'1
6 El;l 21 tllCOO'1Eva
7 tcp'tci or tn'ta 22 tllCOO'1OUO
8 OX'troor OlC'tID 23 tllCOO'1'tpia
9 tVVlcI or tvvta 24 tllCOO'1'tEcrcrtpa

10 oElCa 25 tllCOO'1nEv'tt
II EV'ttlCa 26 tllCOO'1El;l
12 orootlCa 27 tllCOO'1t<pTci
13 otlCa'tpia 28 tllCOO'1OX'tro
14 OtlCa'tEcrcrtpa 29 tllCOO'1tvvtcI

You have already met the two ways of writing the Greek for seven,
eight and nine, and you can use either version whenever these digits
crop up. Twenty-seven, for example can be either tllCOO'1tcp'tci or
tllCOO'1tn'tci.

In most countries, everywhere you go you are bombarded by signs, and
Greece is no exception. So that you will feel at home, and also perhaps
avoid some potentially embarrassing situations, we have provided a
list of some of the most common signs which you may meet or need.

rvNAIKnN
ANAPON

KINAVNOI
ITAIII

AnAroPEvETAI
EnlTPEnET AI

ANOIKTO
KAEIITO

IVPATE
OeHIATE

EIIOAOI
EEOAOI

AIABATHPIA
TOVAAETA

~oa.
tn



There are several other numbers that for gramrna~cal reasons have
more than one form in Greek, but we are~'t propo~mg to confuse y~u
by giving them here. If, as we hope, our mtroductlon to Greek scnpt
has shown you that the alphabet is nowhere near as hard as it's
cracked up to be, we are fairly confident that you'll take our word for
it when we say that if you go on to learn more Greek, you'll soon
know which form to use, and anyway, everyone will understand you,
even if you use the wrong one by mistake.

&~OoJ.1tlvta
oy06vta
&V&vtlta

30 tptavta
40 crapavta
50 1t&vtlvta
60 &!;tlvta

To make the numbers 31-99, follow the same pattern as shown for
21-29, substituting the appropriate digits.

100 &KatO (Note that in English we say 'one hundred' but in Greek
you leave out the 'one'.)

Just when you thought that you were getting the hang of this, some
ancient Greek mathematician had to come along and complicate
things! If you want to use 200, 300 or any of the hundreds up to and
including 900, the word for hundred changes to -Koma. The preceding
word also changes slightly, but is still recognizable. If you forget, for
example, that it's &!;U1cOmaand not e!;t-Koma when you collect the
key at the hotel, you will (probably!) still end up in the right room.

200 OtaKOma
300 tptaKOma
400 t&tpaKoma
500 1t&VtaKOma
600 &!;aKOOta
700 &<ptaKOma
800 OXtaKOma
900 &VVtaKOma

Thousands are much easier to manage. Mike and Lisa introduced you
to XiAta (thousand) and XtAtaO&~ (thousands) so all you do is
combine words that you already know how to make.

1000 XiAta (once again, it's just 'thousand' not 'one thousand')
2000 (1)0 XtAuio&~
3000 tp&i~ XtAtaOS~
4000 t6(rcrSPSt~ xtAtaOs~
5000 1t6vt& XtAtaOS~
6000 6!;t XtAtaO&~
7000 septa XtAtaOS~

8000 oxto> XtAtaOS~
9000 &vvta XtAtaOS~

I 000 000 Eva &KatOJ.1I,l\>PtO

We could go on forever of course, but you probably have enough
numbers here to keep you going for a while!

Keeping track of time the Greek way
Greeks have a peculiar notion of time. Morning (1tpcoi) in Greece
starts pretty much about the same time as it does everywhere else in
the world, but noon (J.1&crt1J.1ept)does not really start until about 1
p.m. and it goes on until 4 p.m. As soon as you get past the 4 p.m.
watershed, afternoon takes over and this lasts until sundown (which
varies slightly depending on the time of year) and then you have
night (~paot or VUXta). While Greeks are perfectly well aware of
this arrangement, many visitors to the country are not. Greeks don't
know this. Arrange to meet in a local in the 'afternoon' without
narning a precise time and you could be in for a lengthy wait.

KuplaKI\
dcuTtpa

TpiTll
TCTapll

ntlinTll
napaoKcul\

Ia66aTo

Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

Thursday
Friday
Saturday

lavouaploc; January louAloc; July
$c6pouaploc; February AUyOUOTOC; August

MapTloc; March Iemtll6pIOC; september
AnpiAIOC; April OKTW6PIOC; October

Maloc; May Notll6ploC; November
louvloc; June dCKtll6ploC; December

aVOI~1l
KaAoKaipl

spring
summer

cp61vanwpo autumn
XClllwvac; winter



The four corners of the earth
6oppcjC; north
V6TOC; south

avaToAil east
aUCJIl west

Relationships
Greeks believe in extended families and many live very close to their
relatives. Some of the terms used to describe family relationships are
probably familiar; some, however, will be strange enough to require
a little attention.

nGTtpac; father e:~oadcpoC; cousin (male)
IJIlTtpa mother e:~aatAcpll cousin (female)
yovl6c; parent nannouc; grandfather
yove:iC; parents YlaYlo grandmother

aae:Acp6C; brother e:yyov6C; grandson
aadcpq sister e:yyovq granddaughter

'The glory that was Greece', in the words of Edgar Allan Poe, was
short-lived and confmed to a very small geographic area. Yet, thanks
to the development of the Byzantine Empire, which succeeded it
and its absorption by the Roman Empire, which conquered it, it h~
influenced the growth of Western civilization far out of proportion
to its size and duration.

These three pillars are all that
remain of a temple to Apollo
erected by the Spartans in 625 BC
to thank the Oracle for her
reading of what they should do in
the war against the Athenians.
The Spartans paid great heed to
omens and the readings of the
Oracle and would rarely start a
campaign or fight a battle
without sending for a reading.
The temple itself was destroyed
by floods and earthquakes some
200 years later.

The Greece that Poe praised was primarily Athens during its Golden
Age in the 5th century Be. Strictly speaking, the state was Attica;
Athens was its heart. The English poet John Milton called Athens
'the eye of Greece, mother of arts and eloquence'. Athens was the
city-state in which the arts, philosophy and democracy flourished.
At least it was the city that attracted those who wanted to work,
speak, and think in an environment of freedom. In the rarefied
atmosphere of Athens were born ideas about human nature and
political society that are fundamental to the Western world today.
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Athens may have been the brightest of its city-states but it .was not
the whole of Greece. Sparta, Corinth, Thebes and Thessalomca were
but a few of the many other city-states that existed on the rocky and
mountainous peninsula at the southern end of the Balkans. Each city-
state was an independent political unit, and each vied with the others
for power and wealth. These city-states planted Greek colonies in
Asia Minor, on many islands in the Aegean Sea, and in southern Italy
and Sicily.

The story of Ancient Greece began between 1900 and 1600 BC. At
that time the Greeks - or Hellenes, as they called themselves - were
simple nomadic herdsmen. Their language shows that they were a
branch of the Indo-European-speaking peoples. They came from the
grasslands east of the Caspian Sea, driving their flocks and herds
before them. They entered the peninsula from the north, one small
group after another.

The fIrst invaders were the blue-eyed, fair-haired Achaeans of whom
Homer wrote. The dark-haired, stockier but war-like Dorians came
perhaps three or four centuries later and subjugated the Achaean
tribes. Other tribes, the Aeolians and the Ionians, found homes
chiefly on the islands in the Aegean Sea and on the coast of Asia
Minor.

The land that these tribes invaded - the Aegean Basin - was the site
of a well-developed Aegean civilization. The people who lived there
had cities and palaces. They used gold and bronze and made pottery
and paintings.

The Greek invaders were still in the barbarian stage. They plundered
and destroyed the Aegean cities. Gradually, as they settled and
intermarried with the people they conquered, they absorbed some of
the Aegean culture.

Little is known of the earliest stages of Greek settlement. The
invaders probably moved southward from their pasturelands along
the Danube, bringing their families and primitive goods in rough
oxcarts. Along the way they grazed their herds. In the spring they
stopped long enough to plant and harvest a single crop. Gradually
they settled down to form communities ruled by kings and elders.

The background of the two great Greek epics - the Iliad and the
Odyssey - is the background of the Age of Kings. These epics depict
the simple, warlike life of the early Greeks. The Achaeans had
excellent weapons and sang stirring songs. Such luxuries as they
possessed, however - gorgeous robes, jewellery, elaborate
metalwork - they bought from the Phoenician traders.

The Iliad tells how Greeks from many city-states - among them,
Sparta, Athens, Thebes, and Argos - joined forces to fIght their
common foe, Troy in Asia Minor. In historical times the Greek city-
states were again able to combine when the power of Persia
threatened them. However, this diversity, which produced the
cultural wealth of Ancient Greece, was also its curse, for it never
became a nation. The only patriotism the Ancient Greek knew was
loyalty to his city. The size of each city-state, at the time, did not
make for much more than 10,000 people. Athens was probably the
only Greek city-state with more than 20,000 citizens and it ruled
mostly by its size and glitter; its gravity in the affairs of the city-
states around it was counterbalanced by the military might of Sparta.

Only in a few cases did a city-state push its holdings beyond very
narrow limits. Athens held the whole plain of Attica, and most of the
Attic villagers were Athenian citizens. Argos conquered the plain of
Argolis. Sparta made a conquest of Laconia and part of the fertile
plain of Messenia. The conquered people were subjects, not citizens.
Thebes attempted to be the ruling city of Boeotia but never quite
succeeded.

Similar city-states were found allover the Greek world, which had
flung its outposts throughout the Aegean Basin and even beyond.
There were Greeks in all the islands of the Aegean. Among these
islands was Thasos, famous for its gold mines. Samothrace, Imbros,
and Lemnos were long occupied by Athenian colonists. Other
Aegean islands colonized by Greeks included Lesbos, the home of
the poet Sappho; Scyros, the island of Achilles; and Chios, Samos
and Rhodes. Also settled by Greeks were the nearer-lying Cyclades
- so called (from the Greek word for 'circle') because they encircled
the sacred island of Delos - and the southern island of Crete.

The western shores of Asia Minor were fringed with Greek colonies
reaching out past the Propontis (Sea of Marmara) and the Bosphoru~
to the northern and southern shores of the Euxine, or Black Sea. In
Africa there were, among others, the colony of Cyrene, now the site
of a town in Libya, and the trading post of Naucratis in Egypt. Sicily
too was colonized by the Greeks, and there and in southern Italy so
many colonies were planted that this region came to be known as
Magna Graecia (Great Greece). Pressing farther still, the Greeks
founded the city of Massilia, now Marseilles, France.

Separated by barriers of sea and mountain, by local pride and
jealousy, the various independent city-states never conceived the idea
of uniting the Greek-speaking world into a single political unit. They
formed alliances only when some powerful city-state embarked on a



career of conquest and attempted to make itself leader of the rest.
Many influences made for unity - a common langua~e: a common
religion, a common literature, similar customs, th.e re.hgIous lea~es
and festivals, the Olympic Games - but even 10 tIme of foreIgn
invasion it was difficult to induce the cities to act together, a fact
which they were to regret in later times, when other, more powerful,
invaders cast their eyes towards the glitter that was Greece, and
decided that the time had come to make her theirs.

If the Greek language is as complex and as beautiful as it is today, it
owes a lot to this tumultuous history. It is to the discipline-loving
Spartans for example that we owe the sense of the austere (hence the
word Spartan). Similarly the Delphic Oracle of Pythia with her cryptic
replies gave us the word 'pithy' for a short, to-the-point phrase.

Similarly, the Greek alphabet you have been studying bears traces of
the history it has passed through. The difference in sounds, the funny-
looking letters and the letter combinations to make different sounds,
all betray the Egyptian and Phoenician influence of the past. They
show traces of Byzantinian dabbling and reveal, at times, the subtlety
that made Byzantinian politics the deadly power game it was.

To study the alphabet of any language is to launch oneself upon a tide
of history and feel the beauty of the past. It is also but the ftrst step
in a journey which is just beginning.

We entered this book with the prologue (from the thoroughly Greek
word 1tp6A.o'Yo~,1tpO = 'before' + A.6'Yo~= 'word'), so we now
have to make our exit with the equally Greek e1tiA.o'Yo~(em = 'on
top of' I 'in addition'). By now, reading or writing the Greek
alphabet will be a piece of cake, and you may want to start ftnding
out more for yourself, instead of relying on us to choose what you
are going to learn. This means that, even if you haven't already
done so, you'll soon need to use a dictionary. As you've probably
noticed, Greek alphabetical order is slightly different from that of
English, and this can make using a dictionary frustrating until you
get used to its idiosyncrasies, or l()lO<J\)')'1Cpacrie~,as the Greek
would say. It is, for example, somewhat disconcerting for the
English speaker to ftnd Z popping up next to E in a Greek dictionary.

To help you, we've provided some exercises which give you a
chance to practise Greek alphabetical order. Most words in Greek
dictionaries are written in lower-case letters, so there are many
occasions when you will have to switch from capitals to lower case
if you want to look them up. The words you ftnd on road signs, in
cartoons or newspaper headlines, for instance, are usually written
in capitals. But ftrst of all, here is the Greek alphabet again, on
p. 110, with the letter names written alongside. You don't have to
learn the names in order to use a dictionary, but you may f10d that
it helps you to remember the order when you are looking up a word,
if you can mutter the letters as you go along. As you can see, there
are a few letters where the handwritten forms tend to be slightly
different from the printed version. Also, note that the Greek "
unlike its English counterpart, is not dotted. If you write the English
form, i, the dot could be mistaken for a stress mark.
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THE GREEK ALPHABET

PRONUNCIATION CAPITALS LOWER HANDWRITIEN

CASE FORM

alpha A a 0-

vita B f3 i
ghama r y r
thelta L\ 0 ~

epsilon E e g

zita Z ~ J
ita H 11 ...

thita 0 9 ft
yota I t I

kapa K 1C K

lanlCla A A ~
mi M ~ r
ni N v v
xi - ~ r.::.

omikron 0 0 0

pi n 1t n
rho P p r

sigma 1: 0', ~ E>
taf T 't .,.

ipsilon Y \) tJ

fi <P cp ;
hi X X X
psi '¥ 'I' t

omega Q co
VI

Exercise 1
Fill in the missing letters of each sequence.

1 a-y-e-11-t-A-V-O-p-'t-cp-'I'-
2 -P-O-~-9-1C-~-~-1t-O'-\)-X-CO
Now try to write out the Greek alphabet in lower-case letters from a
to 9. As soon as you can do that, try going a little further - maybe as
far as 1t. Keep adding a few letters until you can make it all the way
to co. With that skill safely under your belt, repeat the process using
capital letters.

Exercise 2
1 A-r-E-H-I-A-N-O-P-T-<P-'¥-
2 -B-L\-Z-0-K-M-E-n-1:-Y-X-Q

Impress your friendsl
If you have access to a computer, you can show off by signing your
name in Greek characters every time you send an e-mail. The
'symbol' font in most computers changes the English letters on the
keyboard to their Greek equivalents. Where there is no exact
counterpart 'symbol' use spare English letters.

The English Q becomes the Greek 8, you press H for 1), the English
y is used for "', and you press w when you need m.

Using a street map
A word that you will meet all the time is OL\01: = STREET. In
England you might frod King Street, but in Greece, OL\01: comes
first, and it becomes 'Street of the King'. Greek grammar changes the
ending of King, but this shouldn't put you off striking out on your
own to that little taverna that hardly anyone knows about, where they
serve the most marvellous .. , but that would be telling! You'll just
have to go and frod out for yourself!

Using a dictionary
By now you have enough knowledge to be able to look up most of
the words which you will meet on that idyllic trip to Greece, which
we hope that you are planning. You may frod, however, that, as in
English, the word in the dictionary is not exactly the same as the one
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you want. In English, for example, you won't fmd 'eaten' as a
separate entry, although you will find 'eat'. This shouldn't be too
much of a problem because it's usually the endings that may change
for most of the words that you'll need to look up at this stage, so
you'll probably be able to work out the meaning. We fIrmly believe
that a dictionary is a journey rather than a destination. We hope you
enjoy yours.

AE::I KO Dictionary

A a
UYUAJiU statue
U'Y'YtA~ angel. It is also a Greek name, though less common now.
uy'Yi~co I touch / I'm touching
A'Y'YA~ Englishman
uyop« market. Also a buy as in 'I've made a buy' elCuvu J1.1Uuyop«.
uyo~co I buy / I'm buying
UYOPE~ markets
U'Y'Y06pl cucumber
uyoupo unripe. Used for fruit and vegetables.
UtponAuvo aeroplane
A911vu Athens
Ui9Pl~ clement, usually referring to weather.
UKPl1 edge
aKpOVUJiO acronym
AKpOnoAl1 an influential Athenian daily paper. Also the 'edge' of a

city; its highest part. Every ancient Greek city had an acropolis,
though the one most famous now is the one in Athens.

uAun salt, also seen as UAU~on some packets of salt.
AJI.&PlKUVlKOAmerican (adjective)
AJI.&PlK1\ America
UJiOK amok
uvuypaJiJiO anagram
An01tUJiUtl1v1J initially a daily newspaper appearing only in

Athens (as most papers did at the time), it's now a national paper.
uptoncoAdo bakery
Upt~ bread. Old Greek.
uO'nlpivl1 aspirin. This is a compound word for white (acrnpll) and

fiery (1t\.>piVll)·
uO'tUt~ unsenled
UKUtUO'tUt~ untidy
UtOJiO atom, individual
uuyu eggs

AUO'tpaAiu Australia
UU'tOKlV1]'tO car 113

tB P
~o vase
~co I put / I'm puning
paviAAla vanilla
mO'nu small motorcycle or Vespa
IhpAio (plpAiu) book(s)
plpAloncoi..tio bookshop
P06'tl1po buner
ppox1\ rain

ry
yUAU milk
yuAuK'toncoi..tio shop selling only dairy produce such as eggs,

milk and yoghurt.
ytJilO'tU stuffed tomatoes (usually)
ytU for, about
ytuo6pn yoghurt. Greek yoghurt is usually made from either

sheep's or goat's milk.
ytu'ti why, because
'YKp~o grey
yAUKU sweets (plural)
yAUKO sweet
ypUJiJI.U lener, both a letter of the alphabet and a letter one can

post.
ypaJiJiu'tOO'1]JiU stamps

116
OEKU ten
OtKatVVEU nineteen, pronounced as OtlCuevveu or OtlCuevvla.
OtKat~l sixteen
OtKatntU seventeen. Again, this one may be pronounced as either

oelCUenta or O&lCue<pta
OtKOOK'tcO eighteen, pronounced either as oelCUOlCto)or O&lCUOXto)
AtAqH)i Delphi, famous oracle of Apollo.
OEJiU parcel, packet
Otv not
Ot~lU right
AtU'tEpa Monday. In Greek it literally means the second day of the

week.
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AllponKO a Greek dance. It means popular or of the people. There

are several regional types of 'popular' dances which come from
different parts of Greece.

OlaptpUJpa flat, apartment
oolMplO dollar
opaXP1] the old Greek currency
opOp~ road
060 two
&MtKa twelve
&o()tKavl1O'a Dodecanese
&opano room

~tla'tiva jelly
~tO'tl1 heat
~tO''t~ hot
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iH 1'1
l1l108tpa1tda sunbathing
1]ll~ the sun

E &
tOO> here
tlO'fl't1]Pla tickets
dO'~ entrance
tKatO a hundred
tlt~ mercy
Eltv9tpo'tl>1tia one more of the Athenian newspapers
tllK~ rotor blades
tllK01tttpo helicopter
Ellci()o. Greece
Elll1VlK~ (Elll1V1K1], Elll1VlKo) Greek. It is also the name by

which Greek coffee, a potent brew, is known.
Eva one
tvvta nine. Its alternative is evvui.
t~l six
t~m out
t1tavm up (older form of 1tuvro)
tmloy~ epilogue. The last word, or conclusion of a work or play.
t1tta seven, or, alternatively, ecp'ta.
to''tLUtOptlO restaurant
tUyEvtla politeness, also nobility.
tuytV1]~ noble, polite
tUytV1K~ polite
t6KOlo easy
tupe) Euro
tUXaplO'to> thank you
tfPl1PtpiCia newspaper

e 9
9tlm I want
9t06 God's
9tppo a thermos flask
9tpp~ warm
9tppoKpaaia temperature
9tppopttpo thermometer

I I
Ia1tmvla Japan
tOto. idea
balia Italy
Il1O'O~ Jesus
lX~ fish

z ~
~axapl1 sugar
~axapo1tlaO'tdo pdtisserie

K K

KaOEva neck or watch chain, usually made of gold.
K~aVl cauldron
Kal and
KaKo bad
Kalapa'tlavo Greek dance from the area of Kalamata.
Kavm I do, I make / I'm doing, I'm making
Kapcilh ship
KapOtO carrot
Kap1tO~l water melon
Kapt-1tOO'tal postcard
Karita cassette
Katalyi()a storm
Katm down
Ka.,t coffee, brown
Kacpt&~ coffees
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I
, th tradiU'onaltype of coffee shop. A kafenio is aKacpt:v£w e more .

ld t It I'S a predominantly men-only envIronment,very 0 concep . .
and each has its own catchment area, much as a local pub m
England would. It.is not unusual fo~Greek men to spend all day
in a kafenio, drinking ouzo and playmg backgammon.

KacpuEpia a coffee shop
KE'tcra1t ketchup
K£cp't£MKia small meatballs
K£CP't£&~ meatballs
K£cp't£C; meatball. Also used as a derogatory word, i.e. to say

someone is a 'meatball' is the equivalent of a 'butter-fmgers' or
also a 'mummy's boy' .

K1V1JJla'tO'Y~ cinema. Literally translated, it means, 'writing in
motion'.

KiV1Jcrt) movement, as in motion. Also used to describe road traffic.
KiV1JJla movement, as in political faction.
KlV1J'tO mobile. Particularly useful when combined with the word

'phone'.
IntcpnKO a Greek dance
KOJlJla comma (the punctuation mark)
Kopta Korea
KO't01toulo chicken
Kpacrl wine
KI"l't1} Crete
Kp1)nK~ a Cretan dance
Kpivoc; lily
Kpivco I judge / I'm judging
Kpl't11C; judge, critic
KUplaK1] Sunday. Literally translated, it means the Lord's day.

A A
laol oil. The term is applied equally to olive oil, sun-tan oil and

motor oil.
la~ people massed together, and race, as in race of people.
I..£Jlovaoo lemonade
I..£JlOVla lemons
l£cocpoptio bus
Aovoivo London

M II
Jla'Ya~i shop. This is applied in a generic manner to any shop

in Greece.
Maopi't1} Madrid

JlaKapovaoo cooked spaghetti
Jla;l a long skirt. The opposite of a mini skirt.
Jlapo6l1 lettuce
Jlap'tivl martini
J1£ with
J1£'Yala plural, big, large
J1£'Yaloc; big, large, old
J1£~£~ tit bit
Jl£vo6 menu
M£crt)J1£PlaV1] originally an Athenian newspaper, now national

(lit. noon paper). Others like it are; I:rnu;p1UVrl (Today's paper),
KUPlllCUS (translated as the perhaps slightly ambitious 'Gospel')
and E6vllCrl (National).

M£;IKO the city of Mexico
Jl1]la apples
Jl1}I..01tl't'ta apple pie
JllKpQ small, little (plural)
JliVI mini literally, the British cult car, but also a short skirt.
JlOVO alone, only
JlOCJxap1]ma beef
Jloucrdo museum
JlOucr'tapOa mustard
Jl1tap bar. This is another imported word.
Jl1tElKOV bacon
Jl1tlcrKO'tU biscuits
Jl1tIo~aKI t-shirt
Jl1touKall bottle
Jl1touKalta bottks
Jl1tp~ola steak
Jl1t6pa beer
Jl1tupapia where you would go to drink beer and have a meze.
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v£pO water. The plural is vepu!
vO'ta a musical note
V't£v't£Knp detective
V'tlcrKO't£K disco
v'toJla't£~ tomatoes

:: ~
;£voOoXdo hotel
;tvoc; foreigner, stranger
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00
~ street
OlKOVOJiiu economy
OK'tClnOOl octopus. It may also be spelled as ox'ta1t6~t and

sometimes it's pronounced in the contracted form of xta1t6~t.On
menus it may appear in its diminutive of Xta1tOOOlCta (small
octopi)

OK'tol eight. This can be pronounced as either OlCtellor OXtell.
OMI all, everything
oJid.I..t'tCl omelette
oJiiXI..1) fog
OJiOIO the same, identical
OJiOcpmV1J homophone
OVOJiCl name
onmpo1toM:io a fruit shop
Ooo.cnvyK'tov Washington DC
o~£pi a specialist outlet, traditionally cheap, where sailors and

villagers would congregate to drink ouzo and listen to live music
played on a mandolin.

o~o the clear-coloured, fiery Greek drink which goes milky when
water is added to it.

ouiCJKU whisky

n n
n6:y~ ice
nClym'to ice cream
nClK£'to packet, parcel
nclvm up
nClpCIKCll..ol please
llClpCICJK£ull Friday. The word means 'day of preparation'.
llClpicn Paris
llClO'n'tcno a pasta and mincemeat dish whose origins lie more in

the East than Greece.
nCl'tCl'tclKtCI crisps
nCl'tcl't£~ potatoes, chips
nclm I go / I'm going
ll£l..onovV1JO'~ a regional newspaper. As the name suggests it is

limited to the Peloponnese area.
lltJin't1) Thursday. Fifth day of the week.
nivm I drink / I'm drinking
nlntpl pepper
nl'tO'CI pizza
nl'tO'ClpiCl the place where you would expect to buy a pizza
nOI..1) town, city

1tOOllACI'tO bicycle
1tOl..lnKll politics
1toA6 very, a lot
1tOp'tOKClAciGa orangeade
1tOp'tOKcll..l orange
1t0't0 drink
1t06AJiClv coach
noul..o,£p pullover, sweater
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P£KOP record (in sport, for example, rather than music)
PEJ1nt'ttKO a Greek dance. The favourlte of those who suffer from a

'heavy heart', rebetika are usually songs about abandonment and
unfulfilment, and are accompanied by the mournful sound of the
mandolin.

PUalVCI the famous Greek wine, which takes its name from the
resin now used to flavour it.

Po>cnKO P06,l..l the Russian rouble

I 0

lM'~'to Saturday
O'ClyClVclKl traditionally ouzeri food. It consists of fried hard cheese

and fried squid or octopus served in a light vinaigrette dressing.
O'ClI..CI'tClsalad
lMJi~ the island of Samos
O'c1v'tou~'t~ sandwich. The concept of the sandwich is relatively

?ew m ~k culture and still considered something of a novelty
m certam remote parts.

a1]JiCl sign, badge, signal
O'1)J1CIiu flag
cnOttp6ipo~ railway
O'i01)~ iron
0'01' shock. This is an imported word into Greek.
O'OKOI..CI'tCl chocolate
O'ou~vip souvenir
O'«Hpiu wisdom. The old Greek church (now a mosque) in Istanbul

is called Agia Sofia (Holy Wisdom).
O'1tOP sport
O''to at, in, or on, depending on usage and context.
O'UJi1t£PlCPOpa behaviour
O'Uvv£cpui heavy cloud
~Up'tclKl a modem Greek dance
O'~ sauce. Usually refers to tomato sauce.
O'm'tll~ saviour
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tafJtpva a traditional Greek restaurant
ta~i taxi
ta~lMKla small trips or excursions
toV~ tank
tUXuOpop£io postotnce
t£M:fP£piK cable car
T£topt1) Wednesday. Fourth day of the week.
t~at~iKl a Greek garlic and yoghurt dip.
t~ift jeep. The American make of car which took its name from the

cartoon character. In Greek it refers generically to most four-
wheel drive vehicles.

t1)rav1)ttc; fried (usually refers to chips).
t£Kil.a tequila
tOP1] a cut, usually along a premarked line
tO~O bow (as in 'bow and arrow')
tpaivo train
tplpp£VO grated
Tp\'t1) Tuesday. Third day of the week.
tpOftOl manners, method, way
tpOftOl crnpft£PlfPOpOc; manners (literally 'way of behaviour')
tpcOp£ we eat / we are eating
tOOOVta handbag
tupi cheese
tupoftml.£\o a shop specializing in the sale of cheese

Y u
ul6c; son (formal Greek)
UftOppVXW submarine

Cl»cp
fPCIY1JtO food
fPCIPPaK£\O pharmacy, chemist's
fPOootfPOvvt fast food
fPtPlpftOt ferry (boat)
fj)tta a soft, white Greek cheese, made out of goat's milk, with a

distinctive flavour and texture.
fPil.1) a female friend
fPil.p movie, film
cpil.Oc;j a masculine friend
fPOpt1)rO truck
fPOvpVOU oven baked. Quite a lot of food is cooked this way

in Greece.

fPpovta fruit
fPpoutoftml.£\o a place where you would go to buy fresh fruit and

vegetables.
fPVI.O sex (M and F)
fPIDV1] voice
fPIDtorpafPia photograph
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x X
XopftOUpK£p hamburger
Xopt1)C; map
xapti paper
X£\pa hand (formal)
X1]pa widow
xil.\a a thousand
XWVl snow
xoipa sow (female pig)
XOlPlv1] pork
xop6c; dance
XmPlotlK1) usually known as Greek salad, though the more literal

translation is 'village salad'
XplOOt6c; Christ
xpoo6c; gold
XPooOXO£\O jeweller's
xpuooo",apo goldfish
Xpuooo&qpac; gold digger

'IJ.,.
",OPl fish
",apoftmM:io a fishmonger's
",mpi bread
"'cOV\CI the shopping
",m~m I buy / I am buying

Om

mptra omega, the final letter of the Greek alphabet.
cOpa time
mpaia nice



El coffee Kucpe exit e~oooc;
coffee shop KUcpEtEpiu (The more 123

m traditional type of coffee shop is a fast food cpacrt CPOUVt §iKUcpEvEiO) ferry boat CPEPll!1tOt
coffees KucpeoEC; fiery 1tUPlVTJ ~-

:J comma KOI!I!U fish lX9UC;,",apl .~
CC

Crete KprjtTJ fishmonger's ",UP01tIDA.EiO ~i
crisps 1tUtUtaKlu flag crTJl!uiu ~- cucumber UYYOUPl fog Ol!iXATJ-- cut (noun), usually along a pre- food cpuYTJtO

tn marked line tOl!rj for YlU
foreigner ~EVOC;

:r about 'rlU
dairy, i.e. a shop selling only dairy Friday nupucrKEUrj

behaviour (J\)1!1tEplcpopa produce yUAUKt01tIDAEio fried (usually refers to chips)I acronym UKpOVUI!O bicycle 1tOorjAutO dance xopOC; tTJYUVTJtEC;

acropolis AKp01tOA.TJ big I!EyliAOC;(s.) I!EyaA.U(pI.) Delphi, famous oracle of Apollo friend cpiAOC;(m.), cpiA.TJ(f.)C) aeroplane UEp01tAaVO biscuits l!1tlcrKOtU ~EAcpoi nnnt CPPOUtU

afternoon U1t0YEUI!U book ~l~Aio detective VtEVtEKtl~ fruit shop 01tIDp01tOAEiO

(iJ alone I!OVO bookshop ~l~A.101tIDA.EiO disco VtlcrKOtEK

America AI!EPlKrj bottle I!1tOUKaAl do: I'm doing = KavID God's, of God 9wu

American AI!EPlKl1VlKO(An bottles I!1tOUKaAlu Dodecanese ~IDOEKaVTJcru.Greek go: I'm going = 1taID

CD American person is either bow (as in bow and arrow) tO~O islands of the Aegean (literally, gold XPOOOC;

AI!EPlKUVOC;(m.) or bread aptOC; (old Greek), "'IDl!l twelve islands, although only the gold digger xpooo9rjpuc;

~
AI!EPlKuviou (f.» brown KUcpE major ones have a permanent goldfish xpucro",upo

amok UI!OK bus AEO>cpOpEiO population and some of the
Greece EAA.aOU

anagram uvaYPul!l!o butter ~outTJ po smaller ones are used only for Greek (adj.) EAATJVlKOC;(a Greek

< and KUl buy: I am buying = "'IDvi~ID, fishing or keeping sheep on) person is EAA.TJVUC;(m.) or

angel ayyEAoc; UYOPU~ID(Also 'a buy' as in dollar OOAA.aPlO EAATJviou (f.»

0 apple pie I!TJA.01tlttU 'I've made a buy' EKUVUI!lU down KatID grey yKpi~o

apples I!rjAu uyopa) drachma opaXl!rj hamburger Xal!1tOUpKEp

n aspirin ucr1tlpi VTJ drink 1tOto handbag tcravtu
at (the) crtO cable car tEAEcpEpiK I'm drinking 1tivID heat ~EcrtTJ

Q) Athens A9rjvu car uutoKivTJto helicopter EAlK01ttEPO
carrot KUpOtO easy EUKOAOc- atom atol!o
cassette KucretU eat: we are eating = tp<Ol!E here EOo>

Australia AucrtpuA.iu
cauldron Ku~avl economy OlKOVOl!tU homophone Ol!ocproVTJ

t: bacon I!1tEiKOV cheese tupi edge aKpTJ hot ~EcrtO

bad KUKO chicken KOt01tOUAO eggs uuya hotel ~EvooOXEio

_ badge crrjl!U chips 1tUtatEC; eight OKto>, OXto> hundred EKUtO

Q) baked cpoupvou chocolate croKOA.atU eighteen OEKUOKto>,OEKUOXto> ice 1tayoc;
bakery Upt01tIDAEio Christ XPlcrtOC; Englishman AyyA.oC; ice cream 1tUyIDtO

~ b" _mlp cinema KlVTJl!utoypacpoc; entrance Eicroooc; idea lOEU
because Yluti clement (weather) ui9plOC; epilogue E1tiA.oyoC; identical OI!OlO
beef I!ocrxuprjmu cloud crowEcpla Euro EUp<O important I!EyliAOC;(s.), I!EyaAu

beer I!1tUpU coach 1tOUAI!UV excursions tU~loaKlu (pI.)



in (the) O"tO Monday AEUt&pa people (race) Aaoc;; sign, signal O"tlJla
125124 individual UtOJlO movement (political faction) pepper 7tl1ttPl six t~lIi iron ail)Tlpo lCtvTlJla,(road traffic) lCiVTJO"T] pharmacy, chemist's q>apJlalCElO sixteen l)ElCat~l ~m2i.Italian ltaAllCtl movie, film q>iAJl photograph q>rotoypaq>ia small, little JlllCPOC;;(s.), JlllCPU(pI.) cr.!I Italy ItaA.ia museum JlouO"Eio pizza 1t\tO"a snow XlOVl i~mustard Jlouatupl)a please 1tapalCaA.o> son ylOC;;,UlOC;;(formal Greek) ~iJapan Ia1tcovia

polite EUYEVllCOC;;,EUyEVtlC;; souvenir O"oul3Evip ~jeep t~i1t name ovoJla politeness EUy&VEla sow, Le. female pig xoipajelly ~EAativa neck chain, usually made of gold (literally, nobility) spaghetti (cooked) JlalCapovul)aJesus ITlO"ouC;; lCal)tva politics 1tOAlttlCtl Spanish IO"1tavllCtljeweller's (shop) XPuO"0XOElO newspaper Eq>TlJlEpioa pork XOlptvtl sport O"1tOpjudge, critic lCplttlC;; nine EVV&a,Evvtu postcard lCapt-1toO"tuA stamps ypaJlJlatoO"TlJlajudge: I'm judging = lCpivco nineteen OElCaEW&a, oElCaEvvlu post office taxul)poJlElO statue uyaAJla
ketchup 1C&tO"a1t nobility EUy&VEla potatoes 1tatutEC;; steak Jl1tpl~6A.a
Korea Kop&a noble EUyEVtlC;; pullover 1tOUAoI3Ep storm lCatalyioanot l)Ev put: I'm putting = l3li~co stranger ~&VOC;;lemonade AEJlOVuOa note (musical) vota

street oMC;;lemons AEJlOvta
octopus olCta1tOOl, 0Xta1tol)l, race (of people) AaOC;; stuffed (usually stuffed tomatoes)letter (both a letter of the alphabet railway mOTlpOl)poJl0C;; YEJllO"tUand a letter one can post) YPuJlJla Xta1tOMlCla (small octopi)

record (for example, in sport) submarine U1tOl3pUXlO(in Greece itlettuce JlapOUAl oil AUOl
PElCOP is also used to refer to oblonglily lCpivoc;; old JlEYUAO<;

restaurant EatlatopElo pizzas intended only for one.London Aovoivo omega, the final letter of the Greek
retsina pEtai va They're called pizza subs.)lot, many 1tOAU alphabet coJlEya (Also used as a
right l)E~lU sugar ~UxapTlsymbol for the last word in
road OPOJlOC;; sun tlAlOC;;Madrid MaopitTl anything, for example, the Omega
room l)COJlUtlO sunbathing TlAlO9Epa1tElamake: I'm making = lCUVCO theory in cosmology about the end
rotor blades &AllCac;;manners (literally, way of behaviour) of time and omega particles in
Rouble POUI3Al Sunday KUPlalCtl (literally, thetP01tOl O"UJl1tEPlq>Opli<; physics which are the final

Lord's day)map xuptTlC;; products of experiments in salad O"aAuta sweater 1tOUAoI3Epmarket ayopu cyclotrons (particle accelerators» salt aA.att, uAa<;
sweet YAUlCOmarkets ayop&c;; omelette OJlEA&ta same OJlOlO sweets YAUlCUmartini Jlapti Vl on (the) O"tO Samos IUJlo<;maxi JlU~l one Eva sandwich O"UVtOUlt<; lank tuV~meatballs lCEq>t&l)E<;(small only JlOVO Saturday llil3l3ato taxi t~imeatballs are lCEq>tEMlCla.) orange 1tOptOlCUAl sauce (usually refers to tomato temperature 9EPJlOlCpaO"iamenu JlEVOU orangeade 1tOptOlCaAul)a sauce) O"CO<; ten O&lCamercy &AEOC;; out &~CO saviour O"cottlpac;; tequila tElCiAamethod tp01tOl ouzo ou~o seven Eq>tu, E1ttu thank you EuxaptO"troMexico ME~tlCO oven q>oupvo<; seventeen OElCaE1ttu, oElCaEq>tu thermometer 9EpJlOJlEtpOmilk yUAa

sex q>UAo thermos flask 9EpJlOmini (the British cult car or a short packet 1talC&tO,l)&Jla
ship lCapul3t thousand xiAlaskirt) Jlivt paper Xapti
shock O"OlC thousands XtAtuOE<;mobile lCtvTlto (particularly useful parcel 1talC&tO,l)&Jla
shop Jlay~i tickets EtO"T]ttlPtawhen combined with the word Paris TIapim
shopping 'I'rovta time ropatTlA&q>coVO'phone') p§tisserie ~axap01tAaO"tElO



tit bit I1E~£~
tomatoes VtOI1UtE~
touch: I'm touching = a:Y'Yi~co
town, city 1t01.T1
train tpaivo
truck lpOptTI'YO
t-shirt 111t1.OU~ulCt
Tuesday T pi tTl
twelve ocOOElCa
two 060

unripe uyoupo
unsettled uO'tato~
untidy alCatuO'tato~
up 1tUVCO,E1tUVCO

vanilla ~aviA.A.ta
vase ~~o
very 1tOAU
Vespa (small motorcycle) B£O'1ta
voice <pcovrl

want, I 9£1.co
warm 9EP110~
Washington DC OuuO'tvyKtOV
watch chain lCao£va
water VEpO, VEpU (pI.)
watermelon lCap1tO~t
way tP01tOt
Wednesday TEtuptTl
whisky ouiO'lCU
white UO'1tpO
why ytati
widow XTtpa
wine lCpaO'i
wisdom O'olpia
with J.1E

xylophone ~UA.o<pcOvo(literally,
'voice of wood')

As with many things in life, practice makes perfect. The more that
you practise pronouncing and writing Greek, the faster your
progress will be.

Besides working through this book, you could speed things up by
practising what we call the six Cs, listed here, and don't forget to
log onto our website (www.greekmadeeasy.com) and check our
hints and tips for improving your Greek language skills.

• Choose a phrase book which has both Greek script and an
English pronunciation guide. If there is an audio version as well,
so much the better. Have a go at 'the real thing' as soon as
possible, using the English version just as a check, or to help
your memory. Although it may seem hard at first, it's actually
quicker, because you won't rely on something which you are
hoping to dispense with as soon as possible, i.e. English!

• Collect material written in Greek and English. Tourist
information leaflets and maps can be particularly useful as you
can try to match up the Greek and English place names. Later on,
you can try to write the name in Greek characters before
checking the English equivalent.

• Ask for anything written in Greek from anyone with a Greek
connection, or who is planning a visit to Greece or Cyprus. You
can sometimes buy Greek newspapers or magazines from city
centre bookstalls, but, failing that, you might be able to persuade
a friend to bring you one back from a trip. Greek newspapers can
be very useful, because although the content may be advanced,
you will probably be able to pick out some of the words,
particularly if they are the names of people in the news. You
don't want anything too upmarket - the more pictures and lurid
headlines the better. Also, it's often possible to acquire menus,
particularly from fast-food restaurants. Many of their dishes
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come straight from America and use the same words. Impress
ur friends and write 'burger' in Greek! If you are lucky enoughr~be visiting Greece, try to work out some of the advertisements

on billboards, or posters outside cinemas. Working them out can
be easy and fun, as you will probably recognize many of the
words. If you want to bring back memories of that Greek holiday
with a suitable CD, try to pick one where the names of the tracks
are given in Greek or interleaved with the English pronunciation.
You will soon start to recognize some of the words if you play it
often enough.

• Copy Greek words, or write them from memory. You could do this
from any of the maps, leaflets or newspapers that you have
acquired. If you can get hold of any books for young children, so
much the better. Books for the young in any language tend to have
plenty of explanatoy pictures with very simple text. You can
sometimes find suitable books in secondhand bookshops. There
are a few shops that sell Greek books for adults and children. Your
best chance of fmding one of these is to look for a bookshop in an
area with a large Greek or Cypriot community.

• Chant the alphabet to yourself at odd moments. Not content with
having some different letters, Greek rearranges some of the old
favourites, and you will need a good sense of the order if you're
not to spend frustrating hours with a Greek dictionary.

• Convert your home into a mini Greece. If you stick up common
signs in appropriate places, e.g. 'open', 'closed', 'toilet' etc. you
will fmd it easier to recognize the same letters when they occur in
unfamiliar words.

Unit 2
Exercise 1

E A n I
T E

A K

A E 8 I A

Y I

0

Exercise 2
a L1EKAOKTO
b L1EKA
c L1EKA
d OKTO

e L1YO
rEEl
gENA
h ENA

i L1EKAEIlTA
j L1EKAENNEA
k L1EKAEEI
I EIlTA

Unit 2
Exercise 1
A ENA KA<I>E; B ENA rAYKO KA<I>E; C ENA IlOAY
rAYKO KA<I>E

Exercise 2
1 L1YO KA<I>EL1El:;2 EEl KA<I>EL1El:;3 L1EKA KA<I>EL1El:

Exercise 3
1 L1YO KA<I>EL1El: IlAPAKAAO; 2 EEl KA<I>EL1El:
IlAPAKAAO; 3 L1EKA KA<I>EL1El:IlAP AKAAO

El
~

(I)
'<••••o
••••:T
(I)
(I)
><(I)

d_.
tn
(I)
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~ Exercise 1
'C 10YZO (oozo) ouzo
6 2 KPALI (krasi) wine
f 3 NEPO (nero) water

! 4 TEKIAA (tekila) tequila
a 5 OYIEKI (ooiski) whisky
I" 6 MAPTINI (martini) martini

7 rAAA (wh-ala) milk
8 AEMONAM (lemonatha) lemonade
9 IIOPTOKAAAM (portokalatha) orangeade

Exercise 2
1 0EAn ENA OYZO ME NEPO KAI MEZE
2 0EAOYME IIATATEI: ME K.E<I>TEMKIA
3 0EAOYME ENA I:Ar ANAKI KAI AYO MAPTINI
4 AYO IIATATEI: KAI ENA OKTAIIOAI IIAPAKAAn
5 TPIA OYII:KI AYO IIATATEI: KAI ENA MEZE

IIAPAKAAn
6 0EAn ENA OYZO ME NEPO KAI MEZE
7 0EAOYME IIATATEI: ME KE<I>TEMKIA
8 0EAOYME I:Ar ANAKI KAI AYO MAPTINI
9 AYO IIATATEI: KAI ENA OKTAIIOAI IIAPAKAAn
10 TPIA OYII:KI AYO IIATATEI: KAI ENA MEZE

IIAPAKAAn
Exercise 3
1 AEKA MIIOYKAAIA MIIYPA IIAPAKAAn
2 EEl MIIOYKAAIA KPALI IIAPAKAAn
3 AYO MIIOYKAAIA OYII:KI IIAPAKAAn
4 ENA MIIOYKAAI NEPO IIAPAKAAn

Exercise 4
IIITI:APIA; IIITI:A; OYZEPI; OYZO; KA<I>ETEPIA;
KA<I>EI:;MIIYPAPIA; MIIYPA

Exercise 5
AYO XIAIMEI: EYPO (thio hiliathes evro) €2000; EEl
XIAIAAEI: EYPO (exi hiliathes evro) €6000; AEKA
XIAIMEI: EYPn (theka hiliathes evro) €lO 000; EKATO
XIAIMEI: EYPn (ekato hiliathes evro) € 100 000; XIAIA
EYPn (hilia evro) €1000; TPEII: XIAIMEI: EYPn (tris
hiliathes evro) € 3000

Exercise 6
'I'API (psari) = fish
<l>POYTA(froota) = fruit
TYPI (tiri) = cheese
rAAA (wh-ala) = milk

'I'APOIInAEIO
<l>POYTOIIOAEIO
TYPOIInAEIO
r AAAKTOIIMEIO
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=IUnit 5
Exercise 1
whisky: OYII:KI; orangeade: IIOPTOKAAAAA

Exercise 2

I:OYIlEPMAPKET: IIOPTOKAAAM, AMI, ZAXAPH,
OYII:KI, KA<I>EI:,MIIYPA, PETIINA,'I'OMI
TYPOIInAEIO: TYPI; r AAAKTOIInAEIO: r AAA

Exercise 3

1 KA<I>EI:

2 IIOPTO

3 MEZEI:

4 OYZO

5 KPAI:I

6 MIIYPA

7 IIITIA

8 IIATATEI:

9 I:ArANAKI
10 K.E<I>TEMKIA

Exercise 4
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Exercise 5
Ayr A (av-wha) eggs
r AAA (wh-ala) milk
MAl (lathi) oil
TYPI (tiri) cheese
BOYTHPO (vootiro) butter

Exercise 6

AMEPIKH ITAAIA EAAAM. IAIIDNIA KOPEA AYLTPAAIA
America Italy Greece Japan Korea Australia

5 = 1tev'te wpm
20 = etKO<Jl wpm
50 = 1teVllv'taeupm

Exercise 7
I-a-A, 2-J}-B, 3-y-r, 4--O-A, 5-e-E, 6--<,;-Z,7-11-H, 8-6-e,
9-t-l, 1(}....K-K, II-A-A, 12-~-M

Exercise 8
It is only Bag 2 which meets all the criteria.
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'PnMI (psomi) bread
AAATI (alati) salt
I11I1EPI (piperi) pepper
NTOMA TEE (domates) tomatoes

Unit 6
Exercise 1

POIROT
SHERLOCK HOLMES
PHILIP MARLOW
ELLIOTNES
MAGNUM
INSPECTOR MORSE

Exercise 3

I1lnAPIA: I1mmpia; OYZEPI: O\)~epi; KA~ETEPIA:
Kacpe'tepia; MI1YPAPIA: M1tupapia

Exercise 4

XPY1:0XOEIO - XPY1:0I: - jeweller's
EENOAOXEIO - AnMATIO - hotel
APTOrrnAEIO - 'PnMI - bakery
ZAXAPOI1AAI:TEIO - r AYKA - patisserie
KA~ETEPIA - KA~E - cafeteria
EI:TIATOPEIO - ~ArHTO - restaurant
KINHMATOrPA~OI: - ~IAM - cinema
NTII:KOTEK - XOPOI: - disco
~APMAKEIO - AI:I1IPINH - chemist's
TAXYAPOMEIO - rPAMMATOI:HMA - postoffice

Exercise 5

I10YAPO
I:EPAOK XOAMI:
~IAII1I10I: MAPAOOY
EAIOT NEI:
MArNOYM
EI118EnPHTHI: MOPI:

Unit 7
Exercise 1

100 = eKa'to wpm
200 = OtaKO<Jlawpm
500 = 1tev'taKO<Jlawpm

XAMI10YPKEP = hamburger; I:ANTOYln = sandwich;
I:AAATA = salad; I1ATATEI: = chips; I:nI: = sauce; KEnAI1
= ketchup; MOY1:TAPAA = mustard; MI1EIKON = bacon
Exercise 2
burger = xa~1tOUpKep
bread roll = 'l'm~aKt
mustard = ~ou<napOa
pickle = 1tiKOA
sauce = cr~

burger
bread roll
bacon
chilli
sauce
onion
lettuce
tomatoes

= xa~1tOUpKep
= 'l'm~aKt
= ~1tttKOV
= 'talAt
= crm<;
= Kpe~~UOt
= ~apOUAt
= v'to~a'te<;

Exercise 3

1 'PnMAKI 2 I:nI: 3 MAPOYAI 4 MI1EIKON
5 NTOMATA
Exercise 4

1 1 2 1, 3, 5 3 2, 4 4 4, 5, 6
Exercise 5

~IAETA 'PAPIOY, I:nI: TARTAR,TPIMMENO KAPOTO,
THr ANHTEI: I1ATATEI:, ArrOYPI, MAPOY AI
Exercise 6

1 Kpt~a ~e Cookies 2 Kpt~a ~e Kapa~eA.ro~tva KapUOta
3 I:oKOA.a'ta~e Choc Chips

AI10rEYMATHNH, AKP0I10AH, MEI:HMBPINH,
a1toyeu~a'tl1v~ aKp01tOAl1 ~e~~~ptv~
KYPHKAI:, E8NIKH, I1EA0I10NNHI:OI:
KUPl1Ka<; e9VtK~ 1teA01tOvvl1cro<;



Unit 8
Exercise 1

Monday Thesday Wednesday
~EYTEPA TPITH TETAPTH
~EU'tEpa TplTT\ Te'tap'tT\
Friday Saturday Sunday
IIAPAI:KEYH LABBATO KYPIAKH
IIapaOl(t\)tl LaJ3J3a'to KuptaKtl
Days they can go: LaJ3J3a'toand KuptaKtl

Exercise 2

1 LI~HPO~POMOL 2 AEO<l>OPEIO 3 AYTOKINHTO
4 IIOYAMAN 5 <l>OPTHrO 6 IIO~HAA TO 7 BELIIA
8 TZIII

ExerciseS

1 WASHINGTON
2 LONDON
3 ATHENS
4 MADRID
5 PARIS
6 MEXICO

Thursday
IIEMIITH
IIEJ.l1t'tT\

OYAI:INrKTON
AON~INO
A0HNA
MMPITH
IIAPll:I
MEEIKO

Ouam vyK'tOV

Aovoivo
A9t1va
Maopl'tT\
IIapicri
Me;tKO
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Unit 9
Exercise 1
The only day they could have visited all the places on the tickets is
Wednesday (TETAPTH)

Exercise 2

r A A A B r A p/1\'1' ",-Y A B

I P A A A A M/ /A/ vr ",-0"" ........p A

A M II A Z Y/ /p /r 0 ~"" M""
"T/ '-.;

T r I T 0 1/
.......y P r I ;;;-. I'

"-I 'I' P I T C0" ........p I T A E/ /K

II A 0 Y L A"""E"" "E <I> T/ /A /~~
A I M II A P r"I\-"'~/VN/ /y L

II 0 T 0 'I' M N i" 11 Vo M A

A A 0 L M II I N M P E <I>

A P A H M 0 N I E E N A

~ E N M II Y P A r K I N

I ~ E A K A K 0 6 A M ~

Exercise 3
1 ZEIK TONT 2 TZAI:IIEP KAPPOT 3 TZEIML MIIONT
4 TZIA AIPAANT 5 TZEIML KOYIIEP 6 TZAKI
ONAI:LHL 7 TZON rOYEIN

Exercise 4
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Exercise 3
ayyoupl UYYEAO~ ayyit;Ol AYYAO~

Exercise 4

politics = IlOAITIKH
sport = l:IlOP
pullover = IlOY AOBEP
ten=AEKA

Exercise 5

1 KPHTH
2 KAl:Ol:
3 KAPIlA00l:
4 XAAKH
5 POAOl:
6 l:YMH
7 THAOl:
8 NIl:YPOl:

KpritTl
Kucro~
Kap1tu90~
XUAKTI
Pooo~
l:UJ.lTl
TTlA.6~
Nicropo~

Exercise 6
Any combination will do here. It all depends on your own view of
what constitutes a balanced meal.

Unit 10
Exercise 1

1 Xap'ti = paper
2 XAPTHl:=map
3 ~ut;o = vase
4 BAzn=lput
5 KPl'ttl~ = judge
6 KPHTH = Crete
7 KpiVOl= I judge
8 KPINOl: = lily
9 cpUAO= sex (M or F)
10 t1>IAOl: = friend (M)

(XAPTI)
(xup'tTl~)
(BAZO)
(~Ut;Ol)
(KPITHl:)
(KPritTl)
(KPINQ)
(Kpivo~)
(t1>YAO)
(cpiAO~)
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1 Things you drink

oul;o
EAATlVlKO~Kacpe~
pE'tmva
1tOp'toKaAuOa
J.l1tupa

Souvenirs
2 Things you eat

croKoAu'ta
EA.A.T1VlKOMOl
yAUKU

3 Mementoes
cpro'toypacpia
J.l1tAout;UKl
uyaAJ.la
O"T\J.laia

XUP't"~
~l~Aia
ElO"T\'ttlPla
'1lOlVla
opaXJ.le~
Kacre'ta
'tcruv'ta
ECPTlJ.lEpioa

Exercise 3

1 ai9plO~
2 ucr'ta'to~
3 crovvECPlU
4 ~POXtl
5 Ka'tatyioa
6 XlOVl
7 OJ.liXATI

IlAPIl:I, PQMH, ZYPIXH, MOl:XA have a temperature higher
than London.

NAMIA and IlATPA have the same temperature as Rome.
MOl:XA has a temperature nearest that of London.

Acronyms
ITlcrou~ XPlcr'tO~, 0wu YtO~, l:Ol'ttlP
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Exercise 5

TO MAMEPI~MA HTANnOAYQPAIO.
EYXAPI~TQ riA OAA.
AI~A

Exercise 6
AE~BO~:
XIO~:
'PAPA:

Exercise 7
lCapa~l, aepo1tAavo, ta;i

MYTIAHNH
XIO~
'PAPA
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